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Foreword: Smart Rural Alsómocsolád 

Alsómocsolád is a bag settlement with 324 inhabitants 

in Hungary, in Baranya County, in the region of 

Baranyai Hegyhát (Baranya Ridge). After local 

elections in 1990, a municipality got set up in the 

village that gradually created a more comfortable, 

more liveable settlement for its citizens. Its village 

structure is rustic, it has combed layout, with family 

houses. Its surroundings are rich in natural assets. Its 

telecommunications and information technological 

connections are modern. There are primary health 

services, day care and retirement home for elderly 

people, a touristic complex, and several community 

platforms. The public life of the settlement is colourful 

thanks to 11 registered and informal civil 

organisations.  
 

The new socio-economical world order that evolved thanks to the information revolution 

continuously keeps states with various social structures facing challenges even in the 21st 

century. Nowadays, what concerns competitiveness, the role of knowledge, innovation, and 

creativity cannot be questioned. These three key notions strengthened the importance of 

human capital, and human resources in the world of economy organically interconnected. 
 

The concept of Smart Village as a frame is inevitable to ground conscious, systematic, agile 

developments along with strategic considerations, by the impact of which our settlement 

does not augment the multitude of vegetating villages, but it becomes a liveable settlement 

that appears as a factor in the global competition. 
 

Our settlement played an active role in formulating the Smart Village concept. In May, 

2016, it launched a workshop called “Smart Villages” in Hungary, and in the same year, it 

became the initiator and a founding member of the Hungarian Digital Future Settlement 

Network. Between 2017-19, Alsómocsolád represented our country in the Smart eco-social 

villages pilot project implemented by a consortium of Ecorys, Origin for Sustainability and 

R.E.D companies, while in 2018, it became the initiator and a founding member of the First 

Smart Region of Hungary. 
 

Smart Village developments require a complex intervention; they equally involve local 

people, communities, the infrastructure, and the natural environment. Developments should 

be based on the needs of local inhabitants; they need to be linked to some life situation. 

Most of stakeholders do not know smart solutions, thus the Smart Village program provides 

“smart” responses to identified needs. The program also includes how to use them, the 

preparation of the stakeholders, as well as the development of the community. While 

assessing local needs is a local issue, information providing, engagement, implementation, 

and development methodologies, the results and the lessons learnt from the developments 

implemented to this date are valuable Network resources. 
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Exchanging experiences, familiarizing with and adapting good practices enabled through 

collaboration in the Network, as well as learning from other participants of the Network, 

utilizing knowledge transfer opportunities, our existing knowledge and our 

planning/implementing tool kit get expanded in an interactive way e.g. in the fields of 

engagement, and motivation. Joint thinking, feedback, and evaluation strengthen our faith 

that we follow the right path. By transferring knowledge and exchanging experiences in the 

Network, we also contribute to the extension of the common knowledge base. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Local Governance in Hungary 

The 5-member Body of Representatives of the Municipality of Alsómocsolád Village was 

established within the frames of a democratic election held on 13th October, 2019 based on 

Act No. CLXXXIX. of year 2011 on local municipalities of Hungary. The inhabitants of the 

village elect the mayor and the 4 representatives directly for 5 years. Upon the 

recommendation of the mayor, the Body of Representatives elects a deputy mayor from 

among the four representatives, who is entitled to substitute the mayor in general, whose 

further tasks are defined by the mayor. The next municipality elections will probably take 

place in autumn 2024. Any decisions related to the Municipality’s work are made by the 

Body of Representatives, with spcial regard to tasks assigned by Act No. CLXXXIX. of 

year 2011 on local municipalities of Hungary: 

1. settlement development, settlement planning; 

2. settlement operation (setting up and maintaining public graveyards, taking care of 

public lighting, providing chimney sweep service, designing, constructing and 

maintaining local public roads and their accessories, designing, constructing and 

maintaining public parks and other public areas, ensuring parking places to 

vehicles); 

3. denominating public areas, as well as any public institutions owned by the 

municipality; 

4. primary health services, services supporting the promotion of healthy lifestyle; 

5. environmental health (ensuring sanitation, and the cleanliness of the settlement’s 

environment, fumigation and pest extermination); 

6. kindergarten care; 

7. providing cultural service, especially public library service; cinema, supporting 

performing arts organisations, local protection of the cultural inheritage; supporting 

local public cultural activities; 

8. 8. *  child welfare services and care; 

9. 8a. *  social services and care, within the frames of which settlement subsidy can be 

allocated; 

10. apartment and room management; 

https://net.jogtar.hu/jogszabaly?docid=a1100189.tv#lbj4idff48
https://net.jogtar.hu/jogszabaly?docid=a1100189.tv#lbj5idff48
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11. providing care and rehabilitation to people becoming homeless within its territory, 

and ensuring the prevention of becoming homeless; 

12. local environment and nature protection, water management, water damage 

prevention; 

13. military defence, civil safety, disaster management, local public employment; 

14. tasks related to local tax, economic organisation, and tourism; 

15. ensuring sales opportunities to small farmers, and farmers to their products defined 

in a legal rule, including the option of selling during the weekend, too; 

16. sports, youth issues; 

17. minority issues; 

18. collaboration in securing the public safety of the settlement; 

19. providing local community transport; 

20. waste management; 

21. district heat supply; 

22. water public utility service, if it is considered to be responsible for supplying the 

local municipality according to the regulations of the act on water public utility 

service. 

It is the mayor who leads the work of the Body of Representatives; he fosters the 

representatives’s work and represents the Body of Representatives. 

Voters have the right to get an insight in the proposals of the Body of Representatives – 

except for closed sessions – and the minutes of meetings drawn during the sessions of the 

Body of Representatives.  

The work organisation of Alsómocsolád Village Municipality is the Joint Municipality 

Office of Mágocs that was established from 1st January, 2013 in accordance with legal 

requirements with the involvement of settlements: Mágocs, Alsómocsolád, Mekényes, and 

Nagyhajmás. 

Upon establishing the joint municipality office, it was an important factor that the spot of 

administration should invariably stay the closest possible to the inhabitants, i.e. local access 

to administration should be available at each settlement. That is why the official office of the 

Joint Municipality Office of Mágocs is located in the biggest settlement of the region, 

Mágocs, but it has a permanent branch office in Alsómocsolád with three employees. 

Naturally, in addition to the above, it is also possible that the inhabitants of every settlement 

belonging to this office conduct their issues at the seat of the joint office, at Mágocs. 
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The functions of the Joint Municipality Office of Mágocs include: 

- taxation 

- animal health 

- civil status issues 

- property protection matters 

- land issues 

- probate 

- commercial administration 

- agriculture, land issues 

- labour, institutional labour affairs 

- civil registration issues 

- finances – economy 

- civil protection matters 

- social cases, e.g. regular child protection allowance, settlement subsidy, consumers 

to be protected 

- plant licensing 

- settlement development 

- settlement supports 

- issues concerning damage caused by game 

The Municipality of Alsómocsolád Village has an active relationship with higher level 

public administration organs. 

The Municipality of Alsómocsolád Village has been performing its activity with a 

management attitude since 1990, the horizontal aim of which is to achieve that 

Alsómocsolád has advanced infrastructure and active citizens and it becomes a settlement 

that is open to the era’s challenges. In the development processes, the Municipality does not 

control. Instead it manages and co-ordinates the actions sovereignly thinking individuals 

who help the activity of the municipality. The municipality regards positive perspective a 

decisive value, which not only characterises the municipality but also its helpers. It also 

appreciates susceptibility to novelties, joining forces, collaborative skills, commitment to 

development, future-oriented attitude, and with this, honouring the traditions, and the 

demand to preserve them.  

Our general goals are: 

- Mainstreaming strategic management from planning till follow-up 

- Setting up a new type of municipality model 

- Strengthening social cohesion 

- Making a disadvantaged small settlement liveable 

Our special goals are: 

- The settlement should have constantly renewing vision 

- The energies of the village should continuously be mobilised and utilised 

- To build up the institution system of the strategic management of the settlement 

- Alsómocsolád should become the small settlement model of Hungary 
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Target areas include:  

- economy development 

- society development 

- human public services 

- infrastructure 

- management, resource creation, reaching the European standard 

In order to achieve these goals, we have elaborated a new type of municipality model with 

the involvement of each stakeholder of the settlement – citizens, economic organisations, 

civil organisations –, in the focus of which there are the mainstreaming of strategic 

management, and the jointly defined vision. 

The planned vision gets manifested in economic programs, cycle programs, partial 

strategies, and development plans approved by the Body of Representatives, the 

implementation of which is continuous by applying the set up tool system.  

At Alsómocsolád, thanks to 30 years of conscious community development, civil 

participation is not limited to being active in the settlement’s public affairs. Upon the 

initiatives of acting citizens, a colourful palette formulated in social engagement, which is 

best proven by the 11 civil organisations that operate in the village, among which one can 

find associations organised along special interests: Alsómocsolád Patchwork Club, 

Alsómocsolád Sports Association, May Skittles Club,  organisations performing interest 

representation for age groups and social groups, such as the Democratic Children and Youth 

Municipality of Alsómocsolád, Foundation for Alsómocsolád, Autumn Light Foundation, 

PUBLIC-SPACE-NET Foundation, the Circle of Friends Originating from Alsómocsolád 

that represents the roots to those who left the village, Alsómocsolád Civil Guard Association 

acting for the preservation of public security, and the Pearl of Seven Streams Nature Park 

Association that builds upon the collaboration of the region. The harmonised work of the 

civil organisations is co-ordinated by the civil round table organised by them in every 3 

month. 

At the settlement, operative work is led by the mayor and 10 sectoral leaders, and is 

supported by social organisations, role players in economy, and experts.  
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zés 
Settlement Operation 

✓ Settlement operation 

✓ Designing settlement image 

✓ Implementation of public 

employment programs 

✓ Service providing to inhabitants 

✓ Ensuring infrastructure to events 

✓ Asset protection, providing 

security to events 

 
       
 
 

 

COLOUR-SPACE Culture House 
✓ Community culture 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

“Mocsolád – Civil House” Public Benefit  

Nonprofit Ltd. 

✓ Telehouse, Library, ICSS services, community 

development, digital competence development 

✓ Operating Volunteer,- Youth,- Employment 

Information Point  

✓ Communication, settlement marketing, PR. tasks 

✓ Grant watch, proposal writing, project 

management 

✓ Civil office communication, co-ordination, co-

operation for the sake of aligned work and 

development of 11 civil organisations 

Organigram and Function Structure of Alsómocsolád 

Alsómocsolád Branch Office of 

the Joint Municipality Office of 

Mágocs Town  
✓ Budget planning,  report 

compilation 

✓ Administrative tasks 

✓ Taxation 

✓ Civil status registry matters 

✓ HR tasks 

✓ Legal tasks 

✓ Financial, accounting tasks 

✓ Acquisition 

✓ Public Data Management  

MAYOR 

Alsómocsolád Village Development and 

Service Providing Nonprofit Ltd. 
✓ Selling touristic capacities 

✓ Marketing tourism 

✓ Open Air School Program 

✓ Operating Oven Buffet 

Cognitive Mentor Public Benefit 

Nonprofit Ltd. 

✓ Strategic planning 

✓ Preparation for projects, fund 

raising, project management, 

follow-up of tenders, and projects  

✓ Programs supporting settling down 

✓ Local money (Rigac) accounting 

centre 

Basic Activities 

Autumn Light Retirement home 
Residential elderly care, daily care, social catering, 

catering-, hygiene-, laundry tasks, tourist catering   

 

Services 

Featured programs  
✓ Eating our own bread Local 

Economy Development program 

✓ Step change in Eszak-Hegyhat 

Micro-region  

✓ Quality Life 50+ 

✓ Healthy Alsómocsolád 

✓ Green Alsómocsolád 

✓ Smart Alsómocsolád 

✓ Alternative School 

✓ Digital HUB 

✓ Creative Industry 

✓ Networking  

 
 

Kish Program tourism 

Village guardian service 

Maintenance, gardening Village Farmer Social Co-

operative of Alsómocsolád 

 

Future orientation 

Civil Guard Association of 

Alsómocsolád 

Autumn Light Foundation 

Foundation for Alsómocsolád 

Micro-region Union of North 

Ridge 

Pearl of Seven Streams Nature 

Park 
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1.2 What is a ‘village’ in Hungary? 

Village is a group type settlement form with not closed constructions, regularly smaller than a town. 

In the course of history, inhabitants of villages mostly dealt with agriculture. Village is a settlement-

geographical term, and does not mean the same as the legal notion of a parish; consequently it is 

possible to call a settlement with the legal status of a town as a village. The difference between a 

parish and the notion of a village is that a parish is a legal and political category, while a village is a 

settlement-geographical notion. In Hungary, in colloquial language these two terms often become a 

blur, because in the Hungarian municipality system the two traditional settlement forms (town and 

village) mostly coincide with the lowest level of local governance (town and parish). What is more, 

in case of urban type of settlements, the denomination is the same (town – town). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.3 What “smart” is for Alsómocsolád ? 

Smart village: an initiative being organised on community basis, which is to utilise 

opportunities given by information technologies in rural regions.  The essence of the 

initiative is to connect community resources with information technological achievements. 

The yield of its realisation is that it disrupts boundaries between the modern world of cities 

and the rural lifestyle what is often difficult to understand for rural people. Thanks to its 

tools, it enables creating a demographic balance by turning the earlier aging and population 

decrease trends into a positive direction. It bestows people living in rural environment the 

Public administration based 
settlement types 

Traditional 
settlement types 

Settlement Hierarchy 
of the Central 

Statistical Office  

Parish 

Big parish 

Town/City 

Capital, county-right 
city 

Settlement part 
(district, suburb) 

Járás 

Village (small, big, giant 
village) 

Dwarf-, Tiny village, Farm 
centre, Manor 

Market town 

agrarian-rural part of 
town/city, capital 

Farm house, Hamlet, Dam-
keeper house, Hut etc. 

Microregion 

Outskirts resid. place 

Village  

Tiny village 

Medium-, lower grade 
centres 

Capital, Upper grade 
centre 

Micro-zone 
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knowledge thanks to which they are really able to manage developments and new 

technological achievements. A smart village is an open, co-operative, and inclusive 

community that demonstrates real values of rural life and re-creates rural way of life at a 

higher level.  

II. CONTEXT 

2.1 Context of the smart village strategy development 

At Alsómocsolád, we recognised it early that within a short period of time each area of life 

would be penetrated by digitalisation and the question was not whether we wanted to be part 

of the process, but what role should we choose in it. 
 

In order to ensure fast and modern access to relevant information, having been equipped 

with 2 million HUF worth devices awarded to us by a grant, the Telehouse was opened in 

the village on 5th July, 1997, which currently provides its services to each layer of the 

population as a public benefit nonprofit ltd. Young and old people could learn here how to 

use a computer, and the world of Internet. The Telehouse and at present even the Integrated 

Community Space constantly and upon demand provide digital services to those who need 

them. By now, the digitalised world determines even the everyday life of people living in 

small settlements.  Besides computers, more and more modern intelligent devices appear 

day by day and almost any goods and services are available and can be purchased even 

online. Information society develops at terrific speed. Only those are able to bring the best 

out of its options, who regularly use these devices and know not only their operation, but 

also the comfort and risks offered by the use of these devices. This is what the Hungarian 

Digital Welfare program network also supports. There are three digital welfare points at the 

settlement: in the village hall, the elderly retirement home, and the conference centre/ guest 

house. 

The community of Alsómocsolád is continually preparing for the changes of the digital 

society even besides this. The municipality is a founding member of the Digital Future 

Settlement Network that was established in the seat of the National Alliance of Settlement 

Municipalities on 12th December, 2016, which urges for the co-operation of settlements and 

enterprises seeking smarts, intelligent solutions liable for the receipt of digital future. The 

community knows that the advancement of the settlement depends not on the number of 

inhabitants of the settlement, but mostly on the quality of life of the people who live there, 

the richness of the people-to-people contacts, and the capability to co-operate and live 

together. 

 

At the beginning of 2000-s, in the developed world, a shift in mindset took place in the field 

of town/city development. Almost all the governances added the launch of Smart City 

projects to their agenda. This program focused on towns/cities. 

 

The leaders of Alsómocsolád regarded that it was a must to elaborate a program suitable for 

mitigating the differences between urban and rural existence. They convened the first Smart 

Villages in Hungary Workshop by 3rd May, 2016 that announced that a “Smart Village” was 
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not a simplified version of a “Smart City” but it was an initiative organised by community 

basis that was to utilise opportunities provided by information technologies in rural regions. 

The participants of this workshop compiled the definition of Smart Village mentioned 

above.  

 

In 2018, upon the initiative of Alsómocsolád, the first smart region of Hungary was founded 

by Alsómocsolád, Bikal, Mágocs, Mekényes, and Nagyhajmás settlements joining forces, in 

the North Ridge (Northern Ridge) Micro-region. As a result of joint work, in 2019 we 

completed the “Smart Ridge Strategy” that – based on the survey of current situation – 

defines methodological bases, categorises potential development directions and also lists 

concrete actions. The Development and Methodological Proposal that offers 

recommendations for the potential methods of the development of local social and digital 

ecosystem was completed on 14th January, 2020. The Action Plan for year 2020 systemises 

the tasks for the year. The North Ridge Union Nonprofit Ltd. agreed to do the 

synchronisation of the activities in the hope that serious economic and intellectual capital 

would accumulate in the region which might be the key to success. The “Smart Region” 

makes rural life comfortable; it saves time, money, and task to those living there, it reduces 

the distances between urban and rural forms of life, enhances the opportunities and makes 

the utilisation of existing resources more expedient. The North Ridge Micro-region is a 

member of the International Smart Village Network. 

 

The European Commission and the European Parliament published a document titled 

European Union for Smart Villages in order to provide visibility to opportunities available 

to villages and small regions. One of the opportunities listed there is the Smart Ecosocial 

Villages pilot project. The project ran from December 2017 till April 2019. The European 

Commission (Agricultural and Rural Development Directorate) assigned a consortium that 

consisted of Ecorys, Origin for Sustainability and R.E.D companies (hereinafter referred to 

as: ECORYS) with the implementation. This project aimed at contributing to the future 

special policy formulation in relation to smart villages. In this way, by participating in the  

project, stakeholders were able to make contributions to the direction where this important 

field should develop further in the future.   

The project had four major objectives as follows: 

1. To map opportunities inherent in rural areas and the major challenges within the 

Union; 

2. To define the notion of “smart villages”; 

3. To define and elaborate “best practices” through ten concrete examples;  

4. To define the main steps leading to becoming a smart village through six case 

studies. In the course of the above, with the involvement of the stakeholders, an 

action plan is prepared that fosters becoming a smart ecosocial village. 
 

In Hungary, ECORYS contacted Alsómocsolád and investigated activities performed in the 

village according to predefined aspects and goals. 

 

ECORYS summarised its experiences collected in different countries and within the frames 

of a conference held between 20 and 21 February, 2019 in Brussels, it examined the 

question from several aspects. At the conference, presenters invited from the member states 
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held a presentation about their own practices. Mr. László Dicső as the mayor of 

Alsómocsolád explained our ideas concerning the way of introducing a “Complex Smart 

Village Development Program” in the member states of the European Union from the point 

of view of financing so that it would bring out the best for the settlements. The most 

essential elements of the idea can be summarised as follows: 

The Program should be able to: 

✓ include settlements or settlement alliances of various size, state of development, and 

demand, 

✓ operate based on the needs of the local inhabitants and community, 

✓ provide innovation, knowledge, information (knowledge base, smart village advisory 

network) required to the developments, 

✓ manage human and infrastructure developments (projects) simultaneously and in an 

integrated way,  

✓ plan and schedule developments in an agile way based on the needs and state of 

preparedness of the local inhabitants and community,  

✓ support planning and implementation of complex developments, 

✓ create and develop local human capacity required to agile planning and management, 

✓ manage small and big development projects, 

✓ support different development projects based on various demands, 

✓ recommend modular development pilot projects to the Program’s participants, 

✓ implement fast development, with minimum period of time passing by between 

identifying needs and introducing smart solutions, 

✓ keep pace with technological development. 
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In 2020, we participated in the elaboration of the Digital Settlement Index initiated by the 

Digital Welfare Program Centre. 

 

It is among our plans to establish Hungary’s first Digital Village HUB. 

The activities of the Hub will include: 

✓ testing technologies before launch  

✓ skills development and training 

✓ support to find financing resources, capital raising opportunities 

✓ ecosystem innovation and networking among the stakeholders 

 

As a baseline, we want to link to the settlement probe of Civitas Sapiens by providing a 

“Smart village radar” voluntary status assessment, then we want to formulate the forms of 

work by integrating its experiences. 

 

In order to set up this role within a small settlement environment, we intend to establish 

partnership with the Transdisciplinary Research Institute of the University of Pécs (PTE), 

the National Alliance of Settlement Municipalities, the Digital Welfare Centre and on a long 

term we want to integrate the experiences of the European SMART Rural Network. 

 

These processes provided the basis of networking, the demand for joining the Smart Rural 

21 initiative.   

2.2 Existing strategies & initiatives 

2.2.1 2.2.1. Links to existing local strategies 

Our relevant settlement strategies: 

✓ The Settlement Development Strategy of Alsómocsolád Parish for 2020-2025. 

Alsómocsolád is a smart village, in the first Hungarian smart region. Upon 

compiling the strategy of Alsómocsolád, and defining the directions of development, 

first of all we reclined on needs, expectations, told and un-told emotions of the 

people living on spot. In order to do that, we searched for new, innovative solutions, 

the efficiency of which is measured, analysed and if there is a need to change, we do 

it. We maintain the option of mistake, what we do not live as a loss but instead use 

for learning.  

Starting from the ‘nineties, world got accelerated even in small villages. Settlements 

and inhabitants living there had to face environmental changes characterised by 

quick versatility, uncertainty, complexity, and the lack of clarity, including 

escalating competition, increasing market globalisation, customer demand 

individualisation, and related organisational changes.  

In business world, companies and enterprises have started out on the way of 

conformation. New agile planning and management methodologies have been 

elaborated that take into account the speed of changes, new opportunities and 
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demands represented by digital technologies, as well as the availability of more and 

more, cheaper, and more reliable data that enable the cognition of the environment.  

Industry 4.0, agriculture 4.0, agile manufacturing managed on the basis of customer 

needs, real time business, agile supply chain management or smart factory have a 

larger and larger share in our world. In the business world, agile responses got 

mostly implemented in company management systems, including their basic 

functions.  

Agile solutions appear the least in the public and the government sectors, although 

smart solutions are also available in these spheres. In the field of governance, agility 

can be defined in the following way: The ability of an organisation to fulfil its 

mission by transforming its processes through efficiently combining co-ordination, 

power, balance, as well as increased speed and capacity resulting from the 

application of advanced technologies. 

While companies have clear problem solving targets, such as customer satisfaction 

or delivery time improvement, the public sector needs to solve problems in which it 

is frequently difficult to identify the exact reasons, and what is more to estimate the 

impact of the measures. 

Objects’ internet, big data, and cloud based computer science highly expand public 

offices’ sensing and monitoring capabilities, what might reduce agility gap between 

the business and the public sectors. Analysis of big data masses, artificial 

intelligence, machine learning might bring a breakthrough in solving its difficulty 

generated from its complexity: they enable social phenomena forecasts, strengthen 

quick responsiveness, and problem solving capacities. Spreading social networks 

and smart mobile devices increases the chance to identify social problems early, and 

allows for the birth of solutions created by collective intelligence.  

Upon creating the strategy of Alsómocsolád, we built on the already existing basic 

tools of agile governance, and settlement management. Consequently, we mainly 

built on the population’s future vision, assigned pillars leading to the future and 

identified interventions with the use of an agile methodology. During the 

implementation, we keep monitoring the viability, success, and legitimacy of each 

intervention. Projects are modified and adapted to the inhabitants’ needs. We insist 

on the inhabitants’ expectations, not on the document.  

The strategy was compiled with the methodology of social planning with the 

involvement of local inhabitants, sectoral leaders, leaders of civil organisations, and 

economic role players. It overviews the development orientations, and the 

formulating project ideas of the settlement’s five years being ahead of us in a 

complex way. The strategy part is specified as the Chapter of Smart Alsómocsolád. 

It can be viewed in its full length in the Annex. 

 

✓ Digital Future Operative Plan in Alsómocsolád 2018- 2025. 

This document contains appearing needs built on the analysis of the situation, the 

steps of digital competence development, and the related service development, 
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which enable that individuals, local communities, institutions, enterprises, including 

specilised target groups overcome their economic and social disadvantages by 

modern information and communication technologies for the sake of improving their 

quality of life.   

✓ “Eat Our Own Bread” Local Economy Development Program 2013- 

Economy Development Program “Eat Our Own Bread” aims at recreating traditional 

village values, preserving existing ones and utilising created resources economically 

so that people living in Alsomocsolad establish liveable, sustainable, high quality 

living environment; grab again farming opportunities offered by environment – 

existing small-gardens, farm-buildings and tools, forests, fields, arable lands - by 

using community money (rigac=R) and local service potentials and raising them to 

conscious level to integrate in their everyday life sustainably. 

 

We aim at improving our inhabitants’ quality of life, and the villagescape in the light 

of environmental-social sustainability, and shifting towards self-preservation, 

multiplying methods, and results. 

Program elements are: 

≠ Agriculture-boosting sub-program – animal-outsourcing with animal-feed 

support 

≠ “Getting our House in Order”– residential building renovation sub-

program –preference to energy investments 

≠ Service Development sub-program 

≠ Business Development sub-program 

 

Core-values of the Program: 

• social planning, civic involvement being present right from the planning stage, 

demand-based development through the “Eat Our Own Bread” Clubs being held 

regularly 

• endeavour to self-preservation, newly interpreted, functional infrastructure use (of 

e.g. hutches and steading) 

• environmental sustainability resulting from residential-buildings’ energy-effective 

renovation  

• establishing local shopping community due to the use of community money 

 

In the last 7 years, out of 100 households, 71 were involved in apartment renovation 

“Getting our House in Order” program element and cumulatively 71 in the 

Agriculture boosting program element.  

2 families became small producers, 1 family applied for business development 

support. New services offered by them, the introduction of community money rigac, 

the opportunity to pay for new services by rigac shifted attention to their use, 
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product production, shopping consciously locally from small and primary producers, 

in small shops. 

 

The Program’s primary target group is the population of Alsómocsolád Parish, but 

on a long term we believe that the program by serving as an example will also result 

in awareness raising among the management and inhabitants of the rest of the 

settlements of our disadvantageous region. It is creating among the settlements a 

sustainable, economical division of labour, and grounding the region’s food safety, 

self-preservation efforts, and the increase of its population retaining capability. 

The purpose of local economy development is to smartly re-consider existing 

resources and knowledge not being used, and to activate them for the sake of 

creating quality life while supplementing them with innovative elements.  

Our relevant regional strategies: 

✓ Development Strategy of North Ridge Micro-region Union for 2015-2020 .  

The complex economy development and social development strategy was compiled 

in 2014 based on wide social planning. It is permanently updated and we intend to 

fully renew it, make it “smart” this year. 
 

This is the vision of the region that we set up in the strategy: 

“This is a liveable, developing, enabling micro-region on the North Ridge (Northern 

Ridge) that builds on the bases of local economy, that counts with the knowledge of 

people living here, the youth, and the elderly’s experiences; its attraction is involved 

in traditions and innovation, in the preserved landscape values, and the most 

modern technologies , but first of all in people.” 
 

The main objectives set up in the strategy focus on the creation of a: 

≠ developing region,  

≠ liveable region,  

≠ innovative region. 

Development trends of the strategy include: 

≠ Involvement of the next generation in planning, common vision – predictable 

future – creating regional careers, youth spaces. Supporting disadvantaged 

young people  

≠ Conscious competency building and maintaining  

≠ Communication, co-operation, co-ordination among the settlements and the 

sectors, promoting effective information flow 

≠ Strengthening local economy, keeping incomes in place 
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≠ Development of regional attractions in order to jointly utilise touristical 

potential  

≠ Inrease of energy efficiency, fostering environmental sustainability 

≠ Health improvement 

≠ Social inclusion, reduction of housing and energy poverty  

≠ Public security, public trust  

 

✓ Liveable North Ridge Regional Crime Prevention Strategy for 2018-2025. 

It is the crime prevention program of the micro-region compiled with a complex 

social planning methodology, based on the strategy, which aims at the quality 

improvement of the citizens’ sense of security, the decrease of crime occassions, the 

mitigation of the impact of reasons leading to crime, and the prevention of becoming 

a victim.  

 

Its basic pillars include: 

- enhancing settlement security: establishing and supporting neighbour watch 

associations, popularising the Neighbours for Each-Other Movement, 

operating surveillance camera systems, developing public lighting, 

developing the security of transportation, e.g. by setting up speed controls,  

- child and youth protection: providing options to spend spare time usefully, 

preventing and managing conflicts and violence, addiction, preventing 

alcohol and drug addiction, transmitting knowledge about the use of media 

and internet, 

- preventing becoming a victim: awareness raising forums, 

- preventing recividism: promoting  re-integration of criminals in the labour 

market and the society, 

- synchronised, extensive communication. 

 

✓ In Alliance for North Ridge – North Ridge Micro-region Volunteer Strategy for 

2019-2027.  

The purpose of the Strategy compiled in 2019 with social planning methodology, in 

harmony with the National Volunteer Strategy is to raise awareness among citizens 

concerning the significance and opportunities of European and Hungarian social 

responsibility, including volunteering. It carries the positive message that performing 

volunteer activities is advantageous for all role-players both at the level of the 

individual, the group, and the society, consequently, it would be  desirable to 

increase the number of volunteer activities. 

 

 

It is outstandingly important that volunteer activity encompasses the entire social 

and economic life, therefore the strategy intends to provide certainties and guidance 

to other background sectors (e.g. social and caritative activities, interest protection, 
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health prevention). The strategy talks about the aspects of volunteering that 

strengthen social cohesion, activate citizens; about the role of volunteering 

especially in developing corporate behaviour; about its role in the education system; 

about the development of support programs; and about the acknowledgement of  

volunteer activity. 
 

The purpose is to enable volunteering to become a value for the individuals and the 

society by implementing strategy measures, and to realise a volunteering culture 

through it that reflects the importance of social responsibility, community 

responsibility, acquiring competency skills to each age group. 

 

Development trends in the strategy include: 

≠ Promoting the integration of disadvantaged groups, developing volunteering 

that strengthens social cohesion  

≠ Setting up a system that trains and stimulates volunteering  

≠ Developing volunteer competence  

≠ Involving host organisations and institutions  

≠ Developing a supportive infrastructure  

≠ Supporting sectoral co-operation  

≠ Enhancing the prestige of volunteering  

 

✓ Digital Turn Smart Ridge Strategy for 2019-2025.  

Following international, especially European trends, in the North Ridge region, 

Alsómocsolád initiated the integration of regional digital technology efforts into a 

smart region. They defined its aim and sense, the essence of a smart village based on 

the stakeholders’ joint considerations as follows: “Smart village: an initiative being 

organised on community basis, which is to utilise opportunities given by information 

technologies in rural regions.  The essence of the initiative is to connect community 

resources with information technological achievements. The yield of its realisation is 

that it disrupts boundaries between the modern world of cities and the rural lifestyle 

what is often difficult to understand for rural people. Thanks to its tools, it enables 

creating a demographic balance by turning the earlier aging and population decrease 

trends into a positive direction. It bestows people living in rural environment the 

knowledge thanks to which they are really able to manage developments and new 

technological achievements. A smart village is an open, co-operative, and inclusive 

community that demonstrates real values of rural life and re-creates rural way of life 

at a higher level.” 

 

This strategy compiled with social planning methodology contains the breakdown of 

this principle according to targets. It builds on the already existing initiatives and 
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also outlines new fields where we are able to take steps to make conceptual and 

technological renewal an organic part of rural life, too. 

 

Development trends in the strategy include: 

≠ Establishing a digital ecosystem 

≠ Absorption capacity, digital competence development  

≠ Access to everybody 

≠ Smart economy  

≠ Social communication  

≠ Online presence  

≠ Gate to good public administration  

≠ Smart Ridge Model 

≠ Ordinary automation  

≠ Smart environment 

≠ Smart  transport  

≠ Smart health 

≠ Virtual expansion  

 

✓ Future in Place Youth Concept and Action Plan of North Ridge Micro-region 

Union for 2020-2027. 

The purpose of this strategy compiled in 2020 with the involvement of the target 

group and the use of social planning methodology is to give direction on a long term 

to improve the life conditions of children and young people living in the region, and 

to assist all the role-players of our settlements in planning, organising, and 

implementing youth related measures. 

 

 Development trends in the strategy include: 

≠ Educating, training, teaching  

≠ Program organisation  

≠ Health and sports, environment conscious education  

≠ Social activity, interest representation  

≠ Career entry, homemaking  

≠ Community Space  

≠ Media  
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Since the world changes so fast, it’s expedient to revise detailed strategies shortly after their 

accomplishment, since we need to adapt to changes agilely. After defining detailed vision 

and targets – without supervision – there is a risk to insist on our own ideas, although 

they’ve become obsolete. 

 

Micro-region is a complex system that is expedient to be amended by agile methodology. 

Besides common directions, concrete actions are only scheduled for short term. Results and 

impacts of interventions are measured. We evaluate based on measurements and decide how 

to move on. 

The micro-region’s real values comprise the basis of common directions and our vision 

which do not change with technology, economy and environment. 

 

2.2.2 Links to higher level (local, regional, national, European) strategies 

Our relevant settlement strategies are as follows: 

✓ Settlement Development Strategy of Alsómocsolád Parish for 2020-2025. 

This strategy is built on opportunities allowed by the legal rule environment, and 

national and county level strategic frames, e.g. “Act No. LXXVIII. of year 1997 on 

forming and preventing built environment”,  “Government Decree No. 314/2012. 

(XI. 8.) on the settlement development concept, the integrated settlement 

development strategy, and the zoning tools, as well as specific settlement zoning 

legal institutions”, “Area Development Concept of Baranya County for 2021”, by 

following the directions provided in them, and taking local opportunities, resources, 

and demands  maximally into account. 

✓ Digital Future Operative Plan at Alsómocsolád for 2018-2025. 

This strategy is built on digital strategy entitled “Shaping Europe’s digital future”, 

National “Digital Welfare Program 2.0 Strategy” and its partial strategies, the 

shaping Hungarian “Digital Strategy”, following the directions provided in them, 

and taking local opportunities, resources, and demands  maximally into account. 

✓ “Eating our Own Bread” local economy developmenti program 2013- 

This program follows the directions outlined in “Act No. LXXVIII. of year 1997 on 

forming and preventing built environment” and in the “Area Development Concept 

of Baranya County”, taking local opportunities, resources, and demands  maximally 

into account.  
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Our relevant regional strategies: 

✓ Development Strategy of North Ridge Micro-region Union for 2015-2020 .  

The regional professional and partial area strategies are built on the frames of  

national, and county strategies, following the directions provided in them, and taking 

local opportunities, resources, and demands  maximally into account.  

 

✓ Liveable North Ridge Regional Crime Prevention Strategy 2018- 2025. 

The Crime Prevention Strategy of the North Ridge Micro-region was accomplished 

in harmony with the spirit of the decision passed by the Council of the European 

Union on 28 May, 2001, and the currently effective “Natinal Crime Prevention 

Strategy” (2013-2023) passed by Government resolution No. 1744/2013. (X. 17.). 

The Region does not have a Crime Prevention Strategy, while the one Baranya 

County has is under approval. 

 

✓ In Allience for North Ridge – North Ridge Micro-region Volunteer Strategy for 

2019-2027.  

The purpose of the Strategy is in harmony with the “National Volunteer Strategy” 

passed by Government resolution No. 1068/2012. (III. 20.) to raise awareness among 

citizens to the importance and opportunity of social responsibility and among others 

European and Hungarian volunteering. The Volunteer Strategies of the Southern 

Transdanubian Region and Baranya County have not been accomplished yet. 

 

✓ Digital Turn Smart Ridge Strategy for 2019-2025.  

This strategy is built on digital strategy entitled “Shaping Europe’s digital future”, 

National “Digital Welfare Program 2.0 Strategy” and its partial strategies, the 

shaping Hungarian “Digital Strategy”, following the directions provided in them, 

and taking local opportunities, resources, and demands  maximally into account. 

 

Furthermore, in Hungary at present the “Digital Hungarian Village Program” is 

about to be passed. It supports the development of rural regions with digital 

solutions. Our region as Hungary’s first smart region preceded the compilation of the 

national strategy. Development trends (e-mobility, regional human resources 

management, crime prevention) identified by the region got involved in the national 

strategy upon the recommendation of local experts.  

 

✓ Future in Place Youth Concept and Action Plan of North Ridge Micro-region 

Union for 2020-2027. 

Hungary has no Law on Youth, the “National Youth Strategy” passed by Parliament 

resulation No. 88/2009. (X. 29.) OGY only has guidelines. The Youth Strategies of 

the Southern Transdanubian Region and Baranya County have not been 

accomplished yet.    
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2.2.3. Review of past and ongoing (flagship) projects and initiatives 

✓ Alsómocsolád serving active and quality ageing  

Alsómocsolád committed itself to create active and quality ageing. Our elderly care 

centre denominated Autumn Light Retirement home opened in 2006, which operates 

in a family like atmosphere provides a system of residence type and day care, 

through which it supplies an intellectual and infrastructural background to further 

developments, the basic pillars of which are:  

- elderly’s active participation in planning, and implementation,  

- holistic health preservation/improvement, grounding on prevention,  

- family like, tailor made service provision,  

- expertise,  

- innovative environment,  

- knowledge base expansion, knowledge transfer, 

- continuous renewal, 

- considering elderly as resources. 

Among others community building, competence improving trainings, a senior 

volunteer network, screen tests, the use of health preserving devices/tools - BEMER, 

Polarisol lamp, infra sauna -, as well as prayer groups, meditations, arts and crafts 

became part of everyday life, and the implementation of a salt room and a PI water 

well is in process. 

 

The target group of our services and programs consists of not only our 65+ residents; 

we believe and declare that real results are based on the collaboration of generations, 

getting to know each other, and mutual honor. 

 

✓ In Alliance for Northern Ridge 

“In Alliance for Northern Ridge” is a complex, local community developing, civil 

society strengthening program in Alsomocsolad, Magocs, Bikal, Mekenyes, and 

Nagyhajmas. Community activity and involvement differ at each settlement. They 

are improved by transferring existing experiences, along local value mapping, 

starting from micro-community level, with volunteer involvement, by activating 

local community, along with three garland projects. 

The ‘Education for family life’ garland project provides grounds for happy family 

life, strengthens neighbourhood relationships, and serves the establishment of 

generation bridges. There is knowledge transfer on life management competence 

trainings that help family operation, focus on forming individual vision (e.g. 

discovering socio-cultural environment, and priorities). ‘Discussion groups’ are 

micro-forums of inhabitants, working together with the local informal youth 

organisation and volunteer mentors, where we process topics often handled as taboos 
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in community, e.g. gender roles, family planning, co-existence of generations. Once 

a year we hold a Family Day serving the strengthening of family and neighbourhood 

cohesion. 

We commenced “Active Citizenship” garland project with community future 

planning by involving 5 settlements, then with a regional volunteer strategy making 

what provided basis for planning, implementing small community volunteer actions 

and creating the region’s youth policy concept.  

Besides establishing settlement DEPOSITORY, the “North Ridge value and 

identity” garland project focuses on preserving local identity awareness. We 

organised a “Value Hunter” training in all five settlements which helped to collect 

whatever inhabitants considered a value based on characteristics of hungarica and 

national depository, furthermore to summarise local community values. As training 

outcome, we organised local value clubs focusing on the values’ further collection 

and prevention and preparing publications. Building on the above, we organised one 

Value Day per year per settlement, where collected material could be presented. 

Content and site of the North Ridge Value and Identity Thematic Value Days were: 

Magocs Living Museum Day, Nagyhajmas Handicrafts’ Day, Mekenyes Faith and 

Religion Day, Bikal Nationalities Day, Alsomocsolad Artists’ Day. 

 

✓ Step Change in the North Ridge Micro-region 

The program targets the development of human services with regional approach. 

The Program’s vision is a liveable and developing Northern Ridge, which covers the 

improvement of life chances and the quality of life of the people who live here, the 

enhancement of the level of competences required to it, overcoming existing social 

disadvantages, the improvement of the settlements’ population retention capacity, 

strengthening and extending intersectoral collaboration, the improvement of the 

standard of human public services, the elaboration of the toolkit of atypical 

employment and training, the community and health organisation, the advisory 

services for the micro-region’s demands and their operation, and socialisation. 

The program aims at implementing the consensus-based human development 

strategy compiled in the micro-regional planning period by using the method of 

social planning. Through this, we also aim at strengthening settlement identity and 

regional identity, activating and improving resources, increasing citizens’ activity, 

and generating partnership collaborations. 

 

The implementation of the “Step Change in North Ridge Micro-region” program 

started on 1st March 2018. During the 36 months of the project period, among others 

we realised 11 training courses, 360 events of 22 different types of event-groups in 

the fields of service improvement, economy development, health improvement, and 

deepening local/regional identity.  This program makes it possible to use 4 different 

advisory services, 6 community spaces will be refurbished and 6 studies will be 

accomplished. 
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By the effect of the program elements, the standard of human public services of the 

micro-region will enhance, their use will become more accessible with lower 

threshold, regional actors will get empowered to establish and deepen co-operation 

with various policy areas – e.g. with the actors of youth policy, social and 

employment policies. In addition, it will be possible to set up and deepen an 

intensive relationship and communication network with the micro-region’s 

inhabitants and local communities. 

   

Planned and fitting project initiatives: 

✓ Shelter Home 

Coherent development of the committed community of Alsómocsolád, the creation 

of acting citizenship, in addition to the increase of its population retaining / 

population attracting capability. At the turn of the millennium, this activity extended 

to cover the settlements of the North Ridge Micro-region, then Baranya County’s 

Ridge, which is today the Ridge District. This is proved by several human 

development programs, not only the initiator but also the implementer of which was 

our innovative settlement that might be small in its population number, but which is 

significant in its preparedness and willingness to act. 

As a result of demand based human programs, the outstanding importance of 

creating active and quality ageing got into focus. 

In Hungary, between 1990 and 2019, the ratio of 60 and 65+ population increased 

from 19% to 26.4% (it is currently 2.58 million people) and according to the 

forecasts, it will reach  37.7% (3.08 million people) by 2050. The change of the 

internal age composition shows that the ratio of 80 and 80+ increases in a rapid rate, 

i.e. the number and ratio of very old people. According to the data of the 

microcensus performed in 2016, 31% of 65 and 65+ population lived alone (554 

thousand people). 11% of 65+ women and 21% of men have no alive child who 

could take care of her/him upon need; this ratio gets worse as the age increases. 

That is why it is extremely important to offer solutions to this accumulating social 

problem. 

The Shelter Home is a sample institution that - on the one part - with its residence 

rooms, the related auxiliary infrastructure, community development program, and 

smart solutions provides high quality care to its residents by creating the conditions 

of active quality ageing.  

 

On the other part, it describes current professional solutions in use, digital solutions 

in elderly care, and ensures an inspirative space, a kind of test track or “sandpit” to 

Hungarian developers engaged in the area by providing professional social 
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vocational background to elaborate new types of solutions, to develop tools and 

devices required to them, to try them out live so that they can bring them to 

perfection in the light of testing period outcomes. Further on, they will be able to use 

this institution as a showroom or show house where it is possible to try, to get to 

know the devices/tools, their experiences of use, thus providing a grounding to their 

wider distribution in institutions and households. 

By summarising and documenting the test results, we will be able to develop a 

country-wide knowledge base that could be available for both private persons and 

the health and social care giving system. On the basis of this, it could be possible to 

create and propose a device/tool kit flexibly adapting to manifested needs, which is 

continuously developed and extended, the introduction of which in the concerned 

institutions, care giving chains, and families could relieve them and could create the 

basics of a wider, more differenciated care giving system that could adapt to 

demands more flexibly, in which elderly can spend a longer time in the circle of their 

family members or in case of elderly living alone – in their homes in security, in a 

higher quality of life. 

An innovative complex service that:  

- releaves families and the care giving system, 

- contributes to rural economy development by creating new services and 

releaving existing labour force, 

- allows for a knowledge transfer within the country, 

- provides an opportunity to families taking care of elderly to get to know and 

understand the operation and application of innovative devices/tools, and 

solutions, 

- from the market offer helps to identify which innovative devices, and 

solutions are required to be purchased and applied to achieve that their 

relative could live at home in maximum comfort, and/or to ensure that he/she 

could stay self-sufficient and fit, more healthy both in physical, mental, and 

spiritual levels, as long as possible. 

✓ Silver economy 

“Alsómocsolád serving active and quality ageing” and “Shelter Home” are the 

partial elements of a larger and more comprehensive concept, the Silver economy.   

Silver Economy is a relatively young notion/phenomenon that covers analyses on 

old people, aging, and aging society, mostly from the point of view of economy. 

Several countries, societies, thus even Europe are aging; higher and higher masses of 

aging people have special demands, and needs.  

The rate of this is so significant that it is already worth thinking about it as an 

independent economy factor. 
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Silver Economy covers the production, distribution, and consumption of goods and 

services that focus on the purchasing potential of elderly people, satisfying with this 

their consumer, lifestyle, and health care requirements, thus for example health, 

alimentation, leisure time, wellbeing, finances, travel/carriage/transportation, 

housing, education, employment, care giving, elderly care, life quality etc. 

The rural environment of our region, taking efforts to health, and environment 

awareness, as well as smart solutions create a perfect venue to unfold active and 

conscious ageing. 

✓ North Ridge Digital  Innovation HUB 

In the spirit of Smart Regions, on the basis of our measures taken yet and our 

undertaken mission, we would like to set up a methodology centre or HUB that 

operates tipically in a small settlement environment, which will launch an example 

of the “Digital Hungarian Village” as a PILOT program in the region, and then 

disseminate it in the country. 

We know that digital transformation is key to upkeep the competitiveness of rural 

areas, too. Both enterprises and public sector actors need to know and integrate 

digital technologies into their services in order to increase their efficiency, to explore 

and start out new opportunities even in the world of remote work. Matching all these 

with healthy environment, comfortable housing ensured by the above devices, new 

ways of income generation, and the fourth basic pillar of quality life: community. 

  

This recognition, however, has not reached each and every roleplayer of the 

Hungarian economy and society, the level of “digitalisation” still shows 

backwardness. It is already not the required basic infrastructure (internet access) that 

is missing today, but a new way of attitude or approach. 

 

The activities of the Hub will include: 

✓ testing technologies before launch  

✓ skills development and training 

✓ support to find financing resources, capital raising opportunities 

✓ ecosystem innovation and networking among the stakeholders 

 

As a baseline, we want to link to the settlement probe of Civitas Sapiens by 

providing a “Smart village radar” voluntary status assessment, then we want to 

formulate the forms of work by integrating its experiences. 

 

In order to set up this role within a small settlement environment, we intend to 

establish partnership with the Transdisciplinary Research Institute of the University 

of Pécs (PTE), the National Alliance of Settlement Municipalities, the Digital 

Welfare Centre and on a long term we want to integrate the experiences of the 

European SMART Rural Network. 
 

Concrete work forms: 
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✓ making surveys  in the region (among companies, corporations, 

enterprises, institutions, civil organisations, population etc.), organising 

digital competence developing trainings that meet the demand; 

✓ building a network among local actors, and developers by building a 

“digital bridge”, 

✓ ensuring modern info-communication devices/tools and retrievable 

knowledge to local SMEs, making relevant technological innovations 

available and understandable for them, even in the testing period, before 

launch; 

✓ providing help to the region and each roleplayer of it (institutional, civil, 

economy) in order to make their activities well known and recognised 

extensively - online marketing; 

✓ assisting the set-up of a qualified labour force base that is capable of 

supporting a wider range of enterprises in a given zone; 

✓ plugging in people living here into the digital world, making e-

administration, e-banking, e-shopping, and other services available; 

✓ providing support to people, especially to young ones to become 

experimenting and creative, living the challenges of digitalisation as 

opportunities to establish appropriate living standard on the spot. 

 

✓ Digital Net above the North Ridge  

The North Ridge Micro-region Union was established in 2014, with the collaboration 

of 5 settlements (Alsómocsolád, Bikal, Mágocs, Mekényes, and Nagyhajmás), and 

the co-operation of three sectors. Our goal is to increase the retaining force of the 

settlements and to develop local economy through developments building on social 

planning. 

In October 2018, our micro-region was the first in the country to state its 

collaboration intent as a “Smart region”, to conjoin community resources with 

information technological achievements in order to create a new quality. Our smart 

region strategy was acomplished in 2019, with which we have also joined the 

European SMART Rural Network since that time. 
 

Please, find below a list of what the strategy was built on, what we have been 

developing consciously since that time: 

 

✓ Operating Digital Welfare Points on all the five settlements; 

✓ Robotics Afternoon Club in the Egyházaskozár Bikal member school of the 

Primary School of the Ridge, 3D design and printing in the form of an afternoon 

club, and regional presentations; 

✓ Having and developing links to networks (Digital Future Settlement Network, 

International Network of Smart Villages, Digital Welfare Program);  

✓ 1 person is a participant of the Digital Regional Development Training at the 

National University of Public Service, 7 people successfully acomplished a 
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training of Digital Regional Development Rapporteur organised by the University 

of Edutus; 

✓ Awareness raising in all three sectors (Hungarian Electricity Works Day, 

Vocational Guidance, Smart Classroom demo, Training to decision-makers, 

Invitech demo of Virtual Customer Service); 

✓ Ongoing exchange of experiences (Ceglédbercel, Monor, Tamási); 

✓ We were planning and trying out a training course with the National Cultural 

Institute for the orientation and coaching of community experts working on the 

settlements in the region (in the form of people’s college); 

✓ We started to build out the Digital Depository of the Micro-region with the help 

of the Győző Csorba County Library; 

✓ We consciously broaden the repertoir of digital methods e.g. in the field of health 

survey and preservation that we offer for use in our institutions and for the 

inhabitants, too; 

✓ We compiled a curriculum for the senior age group. 

The purpose of a digital net that covers the whole region is to re-evaluate rural life, to 

increase the sense of comfort and the activity of people living here, to make our 

settlements attractive for people who want to settle down here and who visit us as 

tourists. 

The steps to set up the four basic pillars of our program: smart person, smart 

environment, smart living conditions, and smart governance include: 

✓ compiling a foundational study, analysing the social, economic, public 

administration, information technological capabilities of the participating 

settlements and regions, as well as the smart  type of developments implemented by 

them until now, and defining further developents; 

✓ extensive digital competence development with residential, business, and 

institutional target groups; 

✓ initiating awareness raising programs, e.g. smart apartment program, e-

administration from the armchair etc.; 

✓ creating village hotspots and smart spaces with smart benches, smart public 

lighting etc. at the frequently visited spaceous places of each settlement; 

✓ installing security surveillance grid system; 

✓ installing weather stations with air quality detectors; 

✓ developing the human capacity and range of devices of the existing Digital Welfare 

Program Points; 

✓ developing a regional integrated information technology system and a mobile 

application that are suitable for collecting inhabitant opinions – either in the form 

of voting, sending information of public interest immediately or with an alarm 

feature, reporting potholes, applying for green waste removal, and besides these, 

elderly residents being in need will be able to give a sign in health or security 

emergency cases, at the same time, they may serve the inhabitants’ comfort due to 

their community space function, with the help of which it will be possible to make 

an appointment with the local service providing institutions;  
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✓ working out and implementing a smart communication strategy, e.g. placing out 

LED walls, developing virtual walks on the settlements, elaborating online 

settlement marketing, introducing a unified image of the region in the virtual space.  

Due to the character of the program, it requires an agile approach both in the planning, 

and in the implementation periods.  

 

2.3 Cooperation with other villages 

Our operation is built on the organic growth of learning organisations. Networks represent 

for us the basis of learning, getting to know and adapting already existing good solutions, 

and the dissemination of our good solutions, that is why we have built out a wide-spread 

contact network. With the help of this contact network, we join regional, county level, 

national and international planning processes, in elaborating implementation methodologies 

for settlement development, area development, and rural development; in the fields of social 

care, youth issues, tourism, community culture/education, “smart issues “, and other: 

 

 Hungarian National Rural Network 

 National Society of Settlement Municipalities - Innovative Municipalities’ Club 

 National Society of Parish Municipalities 

 Village Development Society 

 Society of Culture Agents 

 Municipality Society for Youth 

 Child and Youth Municipality Society  

 Settlement Children Municipality Helpers Association 

 Action-Scene Youth Network 

 Society for the People of Baranya County 

 Cultural and Touristic Society of Pécs and Baranya County 

 Association of Baranya County Village Caretakers  

 East Mecsek Association 

 Mecsek-Völgység-Hegyhát Association 

 Tolnatáj Society 

 South Transdanubian Energetical Cluster 

 South Transdanubian Cultural Industrial Cluster 

 Digital Welfare Program Network 

 Hungarian LEADER Society 
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 Society of Atypic Settlement Developers 

 

The establishment – then institutionalisation – of the following networks were initiated by 

us: 

 

- Micro-region Union of Mágocs - 5 settlements , 2014. 

The North Ridge Micro-region Union was established in autumn 2014 by the joining 

forces of the municipalities, entrepreneurs, and civil organisations of 5 settlements 

(Alsómocsolád, Bikal, Mágocs, Mekényes, Nagyhajmás). The featuring slogen of 

the collaboration aiming at the development and population retaining force of the 

micro-region (hereinafter referred to as: region) is: “community building, 

communication, co-ordination, co-operation”. The tartget of the creation of this 

collaboration was to work out industry development strategies starting out the 

region’s synergic growth, to elaborate mutually benefitial collaboration with various 

networks, to increase employment within the micro-region, to encourage employees 

and experts to settle down within the region, and all this for the sake of increasing 

competitiveness, and prosperity in the region. 

 

- Pearl of Seven Streams Nature Park - 8 settlements, 2010. 

The Pearl of Seven Streams Nature Park Association was established in our region 

on 2 September, 2010. It takes an active part in 8 settlements – Alsómocsolád, Ág, 

Csikóstőttős, Gerényes, Kárász, Kisvaszar, Köblény, Szalatnak – as its area of 

action. 

 

A Nature Park is nothing else than an extensive cultural landscape rich in natural and 

scenic values, the long term maintenance of which can only be guaranteed by the 

harmonised and conscious development of the nature and the built environment. The 

Nature Park is represented by the joining forces of the region’s settlements, 

enterprises, and civil organisations, what creates a complex area development unit. 

This Nature Park is not a notion used in the nature conservation law, but it is an area 

development category – in practical and not legal sense. 

 

The primary objective of the Pearl of Seven Streams Nature Park Association is 

collaboration in the region in preserving and protecting natural and cultural heritage, 

contribution to economic and social development that includes agriculture, arts and 

crafts, and creating, harmonising, and developing touristic services, village renewal 

and area planning, education, training, information transfer, and the implementation 

of pilot projects. 

 

The Pearl of Seven Streams Nature Park is extremely rich in landscape values. It 

welcomes visitors with mountains covered with forests, hills, picturesque valleys, 

clean water springs; lakes, streams, and meadows ensuring leisure options; and 

craftsmen in its villages, still living traditions, and events demonstrating them. 
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III. KEY CHARACTERISTICS OF ALSÓMOCSOLÁD  

3.1 Key characteristics of the village and rural area 

Alsómocsolád is a settlement with 324 inhabitants in the Northern corner of Baranya 

County, approx. 25 km to the North from Pécs the county seat, as the crow flies, on the 

picturesque slopes of the Mecsek Mountain, in the so called Ridge great geographical 

region. The settlement is lined by hills from the East, and four fish ponds created in 1960-ies 

by damming up the Hábi channel, from the West. 

 

inner area :   65 ha, 

outer area:            1,235 ha 

Co-ordinates:    North latitude: 46.317 

East longitude:18.250 

 

Its climate is moderately warm where ocean currents are overwhelming. Summer is warm, 

winter is mild, rainfall is moderately low, the number of bright hours is high. Its agricultural 

conditions are not auspicious, despite this fact it has appreciable plant cultivation culture 

and animal husbandry traditions. Its arable lands are thoroughly cultivated. Our local 

agricultural entrepreneurs take care of it. 

 

Out of the 324 inhabitants of Alsómocsolád, 127 people are above 60, 36 are under 18, so 

159 people belong to the classic active age group at present. The greatest challenge of our 

settlement is the continuously decreasing number of inhabitants, the aging of the people 

living here, as well as the outmigration of the youth in the hope of a better living; this 

tendency could be hardly changed even by our 3 decade long conscious work focusing on 

population retention /population attraction. 

 

Number of population at the end of the year 

Year Number Change 

2012 300 base year 

2013 301 100.3% 

2014 283 94.0% 

2015 284 100.4% 

2016 320 98.6% 

2017 313 104.3% 

2018 317 105.6% 

2019 320 106.6% 

2020 324 108% 

 

Source: TeIR, KSH-TSTAR, IKIR, Municipality data 
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One can get to Mágocs, the neighbouring town situated 7 km from Alsómocsolád on access 

road No. 65174. Due to its end-of-the-road village nature, there is no transit traffic in our 

parish. In 2013, the access road got refurbished in its full length, consequently, our 

settlement can be accessed on a European level road. There is no transit traffic, so children 

are able to walk here without any danger. There is no dust and noise; the public security is 

good. The closest smaller towns: Dombóvár, Bonyhád, and Komló are accessible within 

half an hour. The town of Dombóvár situated in Tolna County is approximately 15 km far 

from Alsómocsolád to the North-West, at the same time this is the closest bigger town, too. 

The town of Mágocs is inserted between Dombóvár and Alsómocsolád. There is another 

bigger settlement of higher importance in the Mecsek Mountain: Komló; it is located 20 km 

far from Alsómocsolád to the South. Alsómocsolád can be reached on public road through 

an access road starting out from Mágocs from byroad No. 6524 that connects Dombóvár 

with Bonyhád (Bonyhád is located approx. 30 km to the East from our settlement). There is 

a bus service between our village and Mágocs with 4 turns/day. The public bus service of 

Volán is supplemented with the settlement’s ‘village caretaker service’ in order to provide 

more flexible transportation supply: it offers one additional turn in the morning, at noon, and 

in the afternoon to Mágocs. The same minibus takes people wishing to travel somewhere to 

the railway station early morning and in the afternoon, too. With a change at Mágocs, it is 

possible to travel towards Dombóvár-Szászvár-Sásd during the day almost in every hour. 

On weekdays and school days – due to the increased number of passengers – there are more  

‘village caretaker’ turns, based on the demand. 
 

Railway branch No. 50, connecting Dombóvár with Bátaszék passes by Alsómocsolád at a 2 

km distance to the South West. The railway station called Mágocs-Alsómocsolád is at the 

same time a freight terminal, too. All-in-all, 10 passenger trains pass through the station a 

day. The railway station of Dombóvár is 13 km far from the station of Mágocs-

Alsómocsolád, i.e. 12 minutes, where from the capital is reachable within 2 hours by IC. 
 

We who live here believe and declare that our future is built on how we join our forces and 

depends on our efficacy. According to our vision,  
 

Based on the support of the community living here, the municipality regards it as its priority 

to keep families on the spot, to foster that new families settle down, and to enhance the 

incentive to have children. In order to achieve that, it introduced a complex measurement 

system in the last 25 years, each element of which takes the village closer to the 

achievement of the desired vision. 

 

The infrastructural conditions of the settlement are advanced thanks to conscious 

development, since the village has all the public utilities despite its very small size, 

configuration conditions, and end-of-the-road nature. Healthy drinking water, modern 

sewage disposal, appropriate rainwater drainage at the inner part, uninterrupted gas and 

electricity supply, cable TV, and broadband Internet also serve the comfort of our 

inhabitants and visitors.  
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The fully refurbished access road guarantees accident free traffic, and the access of 

surrounding settlements. The walkways of the settlement are kept on being renovated and  

widened, guaranteeing with this safety to people walking with pram, wheelchair or walker. 

The design of Alsómocsolád’s institutions and community spaces is of human dimensions 

and family-friendly where not only broadened accessibility, but also playing corner, activity 

books, and permanent programs ensure useful pastime to families, and children living in 

families besides social assistance. Such examples include the Village Hall, the centre of 

communities, and community education, the Youth Club, the Interactive Depository in the  

Kid-Nest Forest School, the Home of Virtual Sciences or the Forest Gym, and even the 

Autumn Light Retirement Home, where not only social catering, but also the summer 

children catering is implemented at a high level.  
 

The parish does not have a nursery, a kindergarten, and a school of its own, That is why 

school children get to the educational institutions by public transport, nursery and 

kindergarten aged children are taken free of charge to Mágocs by the minibus of the ‘village 

caretaker’s service’ of Alsómocsolád.  
 

A family doctor visits our settlement twice a week, a child doctor once a month, on the rest 

of the days they are available at the region’s central settlement, Mágocs, just like a dentist, a 

lab, and the physiotherapy. The Child Welfare Service, the midwifery, and the family 

support service of Mágocs provide their services on the spot upon demand but at least once 

a week.  Everyday availability of these services are ensured by the ‘village caretaker 

service’ because of the rare (public) Volán bus service. There is 1 pharmacy in Mágocs, 

while there are 7of them in Dombóvár. There are duty and standby systems operating, what 

means that there is a pharmacy/pharmacist available upon emergency 7/24. Our inhabitants 

need not go to the pharmacy because drugs are taken by the ‘village caretaker service’ from 

Mágocs and are home delievered to patients upon demand by the home care provider. 

Outpatient care, Inpatient care, Diagnostics, and Emergency care can be requested in the 

Saint Luke Hospital of Dombóvár. In case of more complex illnesses, the clinics of the 

University of Pécs and the health care services of the Kaposi Mór Teaching Hospital of 

Kaposvár are available for the patients. Both Dombóvár and Sásd have an independent 

ambulance centre, respectively, thus an ambulance car is able to get to Alsómocsolád within 

10 minutes in emergency cases.  
 

A settlement is a living organism that is able to function well, if all potential condition is 

permanently available. The Municipality ensures the cleanliness of the settlement, the 

neatness of the public areas, operates a library service, maintains community spaces – 

Village Hall, Youth Club, House of Hacks –, assists in public transportation. It reaches out 

to the needy with social services, and maintains a ‘village caretaker service’.  
 

People living in Alsómocsolád have the possibility to take an active part in a civil 

organisation or on their programs that suit(s) their age and demands, since upon the 

initiation of active citizens, a colourful palette of social empowerment unfolded in our 

settlement, what is best proved by the 11 civil organisations that operate here. Among them, 

one can find associations organised along special interests: Alsómocsolád Patchwork Club, 

Alsómocsolád Sports Association, May Skittles Club,  organisations performing interest 

representation for age groups and social groups, such as the Democratic Children and Youth 

Municipality of Alsómocsolád, Foundation for Alsómocsolád, Autumn Light Foundation, 
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PUBLIC-SPACE-NET Foundation aiming at helping disadvantaged people, the Circle of 

Friends Originating from Alsómocsolád that represents the roots to those who left the 

village, Alsómocsolád Civil Guard Association acting for the preservation of public 

security, and the Pearl of Seven Streams Nature Park Association that builds upon the 

collaboration of the region and popularises environment awareness.  

 

Closest towns or cities: 

Table 1: Closest town 

Name of closest town or city Population of town or city 
Distance between village 

and town/city 

Mágocs (Baranya County) 2,313   7 km 

Sásd (Baranya County) 3,051  27 km 

Komló (Baranya County) 22,635  45 km 

Pécs (Baranya County) 148,030  55 km 

Dombóvár (Tolna County) 18,555  20 km 

Bonyhád (Tolna County) 13,060  50 km 

Source: KSH-TSTAR 2019. 

Table 2: Key statistics - Alsómocsolád 

Indicator Value 
Latest 

year 
Comments 

Population 

Out of which migrants 

Out of which people with disabilities 

324 

26 

13 

2020.  

Elderly dependency ratio % 

 

94 / 169 

55.6 % 

2020. The ratio between the elderly population (aged 

65 and over) and the working age population 

(aged 15-64) 

Unemployment rate % 

 

11 /169 

6.5 % 

2020. Percentage of unemployed aged 15 and over, 

divided by the labour force (those aged 15 and 

over) 

Employment rate % 

 

93.5% 2020. Percentage of those employed who are aged 15 

and over divided by the working age 

population (aged 15-64) 

Participation rate %    

Age structure: 28 persons 2020.  

Share of population aged 0-14 169 2020.  

Share of population aged 15-59 33 2020.  

Share of population aged 60-65 94 2020.  

Share of population aged 65+    

Educational attainment: 16 2011. Census data 

Share of workers with tertiary 

education 

97 2011. Census data  

Source: KSH-TSTAR, IKIR 
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3.2 Key challenges 

The community and the leaders of Alsómocsolád regularly review their short, medium and 

long term targets, strategies, and action plans. During the last decade, almost a dozen 

strategic or partial strategic documents were prepared, but what was even more important, a 

planning process engaging the village’s community took place. For the members of the 

community, the processes were always open, and the documents, and plans available. 

After the municipality election of year 2019, Alsómocsolád started a strategy planning 

process in 2020 on the one part due to legal obligations, on the other part for the sake of 

founding the new five-year board of representatives and mayor cycle, and last but not least 

in order to review the plans approved in 2014 and to update them.  

This process is based on the methodology of the locally traditionally applied community 

planning, i.e. the involvement of the local community. This planning aims at creating a 

common vision of the community on the settlement’s future. So that the community has the 

opportunity to consider its situation, its common future, objectives, as well as their actions 

required to achieve these targets. The accomplished document both serves the 

municipality’s work, the legal requirements; the planning of the Union’s planning cycle, and 

the regional co-operation of Alsómocsolád.  

The planned strategy creation process was interrupted by the Covid-19 epidemic that 

developed in February 2020, and caused national emergency by March. Thus strategy 

planning was finished by meetings set up in the virtual space instead of personal meetings. 

 

We are going to explain the system of challenges and objectives through the outcomes 

of our strategic planning implemented by the methodology of social planning in year 

2020.  

Our vision is as follows: 

Alsómocsolád is a 21st century, liveable, friendly, innovative village that keeps and renews 

its values, grows from its local economy, and increases in the number of its inhabitants. 

 

Our mission is as follows: 

By joining the forces of local community, multiple actions, and enriched programs, our 

mission is to demonstrate it through our example to other small settlements, people leaving 

our village, and townspeople interested in rural life, as well as domestic and European 

political decision makers that it is possible to live quality life even at small settlements. We 

need to provide future, space, and jobs/work to those living there and the ones settling down 

there so that the outmigration, the aging, and the impoverishment trends of the 20th century 

could change and we could preserve the cultural and social, as well as natural heritage of 

the former centuries even in the 21st century by amalgamating them with whatever current 

and future technique, human knowledge, and culture offer. 
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Long Term Objectives, 2030: 

By 2030, the village of Alsómocsolád has the long term strategic objective of establishing a 

liveable settlement that is protected, appreciated, and loved by its citizens, which maintains 

its number of population, re-attracts those who left the village, attracts those who are able to 

identify themselves with the main values of the settlement and desire to settle down there, 

therefore it grows in the number of its inhabitants. It responds to the era’s challenges. It 

seeks and finds its outbreak points. It develops on human scales. It continuously renews 

itself. It opens up the village, makes it interesting and attractive. It explores the 

opportunities that can serve local, regional, and even wider demands economically. 

The participants – 35 people, 10% of the village’s population who represented the village’s 

population based on age, and social status – primarily defined the comfort of the village and 

the region in the following six topic areas based on the experiences of the development 

programs, and strategies implemented until now: 

✓ housing, 

✓ income generation, income 

✓ public and business services, 

✓ local communities - smart region, 

✓ development programs, 

✓ regional collaboration. 

Further planning took place within the frames of 4 working groups: 

✓ Society, community, people 

✓ Housing, environment, village operation 

✓ Services 

✓ Income, economy, employment 
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Pillar No. I - Society, Community, People 

− Community’s role, potential to motivate it, increase of consciousness 

− Children and families with children 

− Preserve and increase the number of inhabitants, stop outmigration, keep the youth 

in place. 

Pillar No. II - Housing, environment, village operation 

− Operation of the municipality and its institutions 

− Operation and maintenance of the infrastructure, managing the existing values 

− The question of housing, the role of the village (municipality)  

− Preservation of the environment 

− Eco-consciousness, applying sustainable (economic, environmental, social) 

operation and innovative solutions 

Pillar No. III - Services 

− Services providing comfort to the village, needs – local regional availability 

− Local shop and transport 

− The option of local (regional) product manufacturing and trade (market)  

− Tourism 

− Cultural, entertaining, health preserving, and community developing programs, clubs 

to be organised for local inhabitants 

− The application of eco-consciousness, sustainable (economic, environmental, social) 

operation, and innovative solutions  

Pillar No. IV - Income, economy, employment 

− Income generation  

− Local and regional economy development and labour force market 

− The role of community, village, and municipality  

− The working groups identified the things necessary to do in a given field and 

answered to questions what? and who? within the frames of workshops, based on the 

pillars. 

 

3.2.1 Society, Community, People 

 

a) Key statements 

✓ The village is the dwelling-place and community of more active and less active 

people. 

✓ Local inhabitants have different demands and opportunities for participating in 

the community. 

✓ Everybody should have an opportunity to be involved, but nobody should be 

judged for living in privacy. 

✓ People should be engaged in the community’s activities to the extent they want 

it. 
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✓ In the community, active people’s tools include example, communication, 

requiring a feedback, building trust, and involving in joint thinking, and decision 

making. 

✓ Local community changes need time, it is a slow process. 

 

b) Challenges and responses 
 

- Giving Information, Communication 

✓ www.alsomocsolad.hu 

✓ Led wall  

✓ Facebook page, Facebook groups 

✓ Hard copy info 

✓ Events (village assembly, public hearing, forums, future planning workshops 

etc.)  

✓ hyperlocal news (website, Facebook) 

 

- Requiring a Feedback, Providing Opportunity (channel) 

✓ Consultation at Alsómocsolád, questionnaire surveys 

✓ Box of ideas 

✓ Facebook comments 

✓ Events (village assembly, public hearing, forums, future planning workshops 

etc.)  

✓ Personal chats/discussions (set table) 

✓ hyperlocal news (website, Facebook, blogs, and vlogs) 

 

- Building Personal Relationships, Common Experiences, Common Values, Joint 

Learning 

✓ Setting up and operating Chat “Cells”  

✓ Thematic groups set up based on interest, events: “eco circle”, common 

movement, families with kids, health consciousness, “smart” solutions, 

farming (individual, community level) 

✓ Revitalisation of folk traditions, celebration of momentous days, generational 

bridge program (e.g.: joint programs of young (active) and old age groups); 

collecting information on traditions and practising (e.g.: farmers’ traditions) 

✓ Creating tradition – introduced traditions: Legendary of Alsómocsolád  

✓ “Multicultural small settlement project” – Expanding the co-operation of 

local inhabitants and foreigners living here: familiarising with cultural 

customs, and traditions (dance, dishes, dressing, and songs), learning the 

language 

✓ More conscious usage of the system of symbols (e.g.: hymn, coat-of-arms of 

Alsómocsolád) 

✓ “Who-Knows-What about Alsómocsolád Competition” organisation even in 

online space for different or mixed age groups 
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✓ Improvement of value based identity  

o operation of community spaces 

o support to civil organisations, harmonisation of their work 

o creation of a value map for the settlement 

o people’s values: knowledge, resources, help to each other 

o community culture (e.g.: Day of Poetry) 

o gastronomy: Taste Guards, joint cooking occasions 

o history, story, “story telling”: common history, individual history 

o natural and built environment: Clean Village Program, common value 

undertaken by the community 

✓ Getting to know individuals, opportunity for introduction for the members of 

the community: their capabilities, knowledge, history, and values (hyperlocal 

news) 

 

3.2.2 Housing, Environment, Operation of the Settlement 

a) Key statements 

✓ The village’s infrastructure, built and natural environment provide the environment 

to the community’s operation. Environment and community interact. It is the 

objective of Alsómocsolád that the environment, and the infrastructure reflect the 

community’s life, stamina, and values, furthermore support the community and the 

individuals in their daily activities and holidays.  

✓ The village implemented considerable investments both in the built and the natural 

environments.  

✓ The community of the village requires on the one hand developments, on the other 

hand the maintenance and operation of the existing infrastructure, as well as 

responsible, sustainable and eco conscious management of values. 

✓ It is a priority to provide temporary and constant housing solutions to those who 

settle down or intend to settle down or are employed in the institutions.  

 

b) Challenges and responses 

Smart Alsómocsolád 

✓ Planning, defining the development direction with the community’s 

involvement, based on values. 

✓ The image of the village should reflect the community’s life, values, and 

vitality.  

✓ Environment should support eco-consciousness, the needs of inhabitants who 

want to preserve their health.  

✓ Innovation and the use of smart devices should gain space in operation in 

order to monitor resource management and use as precisely as possible.  

✓ Regular survey, documentation, prioritisation of necessary maintenance and 

modernisation, preparing a scheduled maintenance plan by taking into 

consideration the principle of economic, sustainable operation. 
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✓ Allocating human and financial resources to the implementation of 

maintenances and modernisations.  

✓ Collecting, digitalising knowledge related to the village’s operation, 

management, and development, arranging it in a knowledge base – 

error/alarm reporting application.  

✓ Popularising “Smart houses” 

- Community Based Management of Alsómocsolád 

✓ Under predefined conditions, filed undertakings, and appropriate professional 

management and control. 

✓ Undertakings and performances should be well-known in front of the 

community and appreciated by the community. 

✓ Organisation of campaigns and actions 3-4 times per year. 

✓ Adoption of areas, buildings, objects  “Adopt”). 

✓ Keeping own homes inside and outside in order, with professional, material 

and human resources support as needed – Eat Our Own Bread Local 

Economy Development Program - “Getting our House in Order” program 

element, “For Alsómocsolád Becoming Full of Treasures and Flowers” 

awards to homes outside and gardens 

✓ Harmonising the operation of civil organisations, organising joint actions in 

order to fully utilise resources. 

- Green Alsómocsolád 

✓ Review of basic activities from the point of view of eco consciousness, 

economic and environmental sustainability. 

✓ Elaborating and implementing “It is just natural” environment conscious 

educational program for every age group 

✓ Organising selective waste collection 

o supply of information, awareness-raising, being an example 

o engaging eco-circles, achieving “0” waste 

✓ Harmonising and consciously organising/scheduling the settlement’s vehicles.  

✓ Keeping the air clean and cleaning the air  

o collecting green waste and prohibiting its incineration, launching a 

compost program, setting up a community composting plant, 

exploring alternatives (e.g.: Bio Briquetting) 

o prohibiting and controlling the incineration of harmful materials  

o afforestation 

✓ Setting up an environment prevention fund in Alsómocsolád, supporting civil 

organisations and individuals. 
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✓ Alsómocsolád for families 

✓ Family-friendly development of the Village Hall  

✓ Family-friendly development of the Autumn Light Retirement Home  

✓ Review of basic activities from the point of view of the needs of families 

with kids, its publication in a unified document 

✓ Development and maintenance of the playground – renovation of the sand 

pit, sand replacement 

✓ Creation of a park called Kids Grove 
  

✓ Maisonette to “Rent”  

✓ The goal of setting up maisonettes is to: 

o provide local housing option to the employees of the Retirement 

Home  

o increase the number of inhabitants, to provide temporary housing 

option to people settling down for the period of construction 

o keep young people in the village, to support independent start in life, 

similarly to a specific housing program for young adults that had been 

in use in Hungary some years ago 

✓ Renovation of the municipality-owned empty apartments, and real estates; 

mobilisation of the housing stock, transformation of void plots into building 

sites 

✓ Infrastructure development 

✓ Rainwater drainage III.  

✓ Landscaping suburban dirt roads and gutters 

✓ Reconstruction of drinking water channel at the first part of Kossuth Lajos 

Street 

✓ Village Hall modernisation computer fleet upgrade, tiling the footing, 

expansion with a new function - open-air session ground -  

✓ Equipping the gym with fitness machines, treadmill etc. 

✓ Setting up drinking-fountains: setting up small, publicly accessible drinking-

fountains that fit into their surroundings: Festive Area, Open-air School, 

Millenary Memorial Park, Outdoor Gym in the Forest, the Park in the 

Retirement Home, perhaps in the place of the current “Logistic Centre”  

✓ Sewage plant extension 

✓ Complete landscaping of the graveyard with walkways (collecting old grave 

markers) 

✓ Renovation of inner pavements, pavement construction: Petőfi Street, 

Széchenyi Street; Big Lane, Small Lane 

✓ Building a truck turn-round at the end of the Kossuth Street 

✓ Setting up signposts and creating a parking area at the end of the Petőfi Street 

✓ Drainage to the parking place (parking place at Varjú-House) 

✓ Expedient layout for the delta part of Rákóczi Street 
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✓ Putting the lane between Petőfi Street and Festive Area (Pandúr-Furulyás 

lane) in order, constructing a related parking area 

✓ Electricity connection options to: Outdoor Gym in the Forest, Graveyard (at 

the cross), Millenary Memorial Park, Rigac Farm 

✓ Public lighting, solar power supply to candelabras, led lamps: Big lane, Small 

lane, parking area at Varjú House, waste water plant, brook side, bank of the 

fish pond (between Lackó-House and Sewage plant), Graveyard (parking 

area, entrance, lich-house, and cross /candelabra/) towards Village Hall from 

Rákóczi Street (candelabras). Beginning of Kossuth Street, Millenary 

Memorial Park (candelabra), Outdoor Gym in the forest, Calvary, Skittle-

ground), Festival Field (candelabra) 

✓ Benches: Placement of benches possibly made out of wood, which fit in the 

surroundings and landscape: Graveyard, Millenary Memorial Park, Calvary, 

Festive area, between the Village Hall and Rákóczi Street, to the route 

through the Skittle-ground, bank of the fish pond, Calvary-Outdoor Gym in 

the Forest (special high benches for elderly) 

✓ Placing finger-posts – At the corner of the Manor House, Rigac Farm, Open-

air Gym in the Forest 

✓ Constructing stairs and handrail to the public toilet of the Open-air Gym in 

the Forest  

✓ Salt room, salt cave 

✓ Energy hill on the Calvary 

✓ Forest Theatre stage construction at the Open-air Gym in the Forest, to fit in 

the surroundings and landscape  

✓ Constructing landscape viewer points for binoculars, viewpoints, bird 

watching places especially to the surroundings of the fish pond  

✓ Garden of indigenous Hungarian trees - arboretum 

✓ Creating a walkway along Saint Andrew Brook 

✓ Brook renewal, catchment 

✓ Creating “Vertical gardens” on residential real estates 

✓ „Solar cell hill” 

✓ Supporting newly built houses supplied with alternative energies (repayment, 

pre-financed) 

✓ Extending the Village WI-FI internet network 

✓ Archaeological excavations at Pusztatemplom (church) 

✓ “Theoretical and practical training settlement in the field of farm-type 

agricultural production” + demo bio garden 

 

3.2.3 Services 
 

a) Key statements 

✓ Services ensure comfort to the village. Judging the state of comfort is 

primarily subjective, based on feelings.  
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✓ It is important that Alsómocsolád plan and develop services based on the 

needs of the village’s inhabitants and community, as well as enable 

appropriate environment to business based services.  

✓ Services available in the region also contribute to the comfort of 

Alsómocsolád in addition to services operating in the village, if their 

availability is secured.  

✓ Among services, tourism is the priority area, to which cultural, entertaining, 

health preserving, community developing programs, and clubs to be 

organised for local inhabitants are also linked. 

 

 

b) Challenges and responses 

Healthy Alsómocsolád 

✓ Forming the attitude of the inhabitants of Alsómocsolád; choosing a healthy 

lifestyle 

o information providing to creating a health conscious lifestyle 

o knowledge sharing 

o creating mental welfare 

✓ Setting up a Health Care and Recreation Centre - Orgon room, wellness 

department, recreation room in the Service Providing House 

✓ Organising a Health Fest 

✓ Conscious utilisation of the infrastructure, and the environment for the sake 

of a healthy way of life (open-air gym in the forest, fitness park, gym) 

✓ Health preservation, illness prevention: continuation of the health awareness 

program, making screening programs regular for each age group 

 

Alsómocsolád for children 

✓ weekly programs organised to families with small kids  

o engaging the community, community planning, community 

implementation 

o potluck based 

✓ Folk games training to families 

✓ Volunteer grannie, grandfather hiring service, community service 

 

Alsómocsolád of Elderly People 

✓ Caring about elderly in the settlement and in the Autumn Light Retirement Home 

✓ Elderly catering 

o seasonal kitchen, cooking seasonal dishes 

o thematic/fancy catering - dishes prepared from food produced during the 

season can be tasted 

✓ Moving out 

o regularly walking the elderly living in the retirement home, with the 

involvement of volunteers 

o locating benches on the way 
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o wheelchair carrier bike and bicycles with sidecars 

✓ Shelter Home Program 

o creating sample smart house solutions for the sake of caring about elderly 

in their homes  

✓ Distracting programs  

o organising programs that do not fit into elderly’s habits, and patterns 

(e.g.: digital knowledge) 

✓ Silver Garden 

o building high seed beds in the garden of the Retirement Home 

o producing herbs, vegetables, and fruits 

✓ Senior volunteer network 

o Elderly may take part in the community’s life, help the community, and 

individuals 

o Mapping elderly’s knowledge, and resources 

o What do elderly love doing?  

✓ Animal therapy in the Retirement Home 

✓ Establishing a choir 

✓ Regional Senior Academy 

 

Alsómocsolád of Tourists 

✓ Providing catering based on the kitchen of the Autumn Light Retirement Home 

o reform kitchen, more colourful, more varied dishes 

o menu aligned with the groups,  

o children-friendly dishes 

✓ Health Fest 

✓ Open homes 

o engagement of local inhabitants in tourism 

o survey on resources and skills 

o marketable services, products 

✓ Better utilisation of the fish pond, e.g.: canoe competitions 

✓ Entertaining community programs for the inhabitants 

o needs assessment, common planning, implementation with the 

involvement of volunteers 

✓ Digitally Visible Alsómocsolád 

o Google, TripAdvisor, displaying attractions, services  

o synchronisation of posts/publications 

✓ Complex settlement and touristic marketing activity, selling tourist capacities 

✓ Creating a touristic concept and image: permanent development of the open air 

school services adapted to it, expansion of the offer of oven dishes, setting up 

water programs – fish pond, bird-, reptile-friendly photo shooters, development 

of cycling tourism, spiritual programs, Bible camp, family adventure park, 

peasant mall/ peasant Olympia/pig tour 

✓ moving wedding (first night in Alsómocsolád) 

✓ art convention (“festival”) 

✓ air soft, laser tag 
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✓ conference tourism 

 

Mobile Alsómocsolád 

✓ Needs assessment, according to target groups 

o inhabitants not having a car 

o families with children  

o elderly 

o employees 

✓ Based on the demands 

o Starting out a paid village bus line, based on a timetable 

o Community bus service 

o Facebook group, integration of the Coming Home (Haza-Tér) integrated 

community transport platform application in operation, introductory 

promotional campaign 

✓ Building a bike path to Bikal 

Local food acquisition 

✓ Supporting the locally produced food – Eating Our Own Bread Local Economy 

Development Program Agriculture Stimulating Program element 

✓ Planting peach orchard 

✓ Utilisation of fruit trees on public areas 

✓ Producing, collecting, processing, and using herbs  

✓ Local food supply is first of all a business; it is not the task of the Municipality  

✓ Upon demand, Municipality assists in the development of local food trade (Eat 

Our Own Bread Local Economy Development Program Business Development 

Program element, grants, organising co-operation, function extension) 

✓ Operating a market for local producers, “market board” 

 

3.2.4 Income, economy, employment 
 

a) Key statements 

✓ In order to ensure that the inhabitants of Alsómocsolád stay in the village, it is 

necessary to have income resources accessible in the region, as well as operating 

economy.  

✓ Local and regional economy development and labour force market may secure the 

conditions of generating the necessary income.  

✓ In Alsómocsolád, as well as in the region, there is vacancy in several professions, 

e.g. cook, specialised nurse, specialist in tourism, gardener, roofer, carpenter, and 

mason. 
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b) Challenges and responses 

Retention, attraction, and training of professionals 

✓ From the point of view of attracting or retaining professionals, it is important to 

offer competitive income, apartments for rent, opportunity for and ensuring 

professional development  

✓ Training options for professions in shortage within the region; concluding a 

study contract 

✓ Flying program- elaboration and operation of a scholarship system to young 

people before career choice, career-orientation guidance, offering summer jobs 

to students, “spend a day at your parents’ workplace”, “This is my job”-  

presentation of workplaces to 7-8th graders 

✓ Compiling a human resource map at settlement level – who is good in what, 

what kind of work he/she would happily undertake in casual employment. 

 

Local market - Selling and buying market, placing and advertisement board at 

the market place and in the Facebook group  

✓ produced excess  

✓ processed products  

✓ crafted products (cake, decorations etc.) 

✓ Services (garden work, mowing, babysitting) 

✓ Sales of commercial units (e.g.: pay2, take 3) 

✓ Topical community services: e.g.: playhouse, professional work, auxiliary 

works) 

Utilisation options of the local money, Rigac within Alsómocsolád 

✓ In order to increase turnover by using Rigac in the Market place and in 

community enterprises 

✓ Nurturing young talent, reward in Rigac 

Community enterprise - In order to provide supplementary income generation 

opportunity, establishing community enterprises at several areas 

✓ Animal husbandry, greenhouse, processing 

✓ Public transport 

✓ Touristic services 

Volunteering 

✓ Engaging volunteers in Alsómocsolád in the tasks of the settlement, community 

enterprises, tourism, and the Autumn Light Retirement Home  

o offering housing, catering and cost reimbursement 

o opportunity to gain professional experience  

o introducing rural life, and local community  
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✓ Collecting any potential volunteer tasks,  

o describing the tasks,  

o collecting professions in which there is shortage 

✓ Exploring and advertising volunteer recruitment options  

✓ Volunteer recruitment: Hungarian and foreign young people, seniors, pensioners 

 

3.3 Main assets & opportunities 

The future of Alsómocsolád is built on its values.  

The greatest values of the village – according to people living here – are community and 

natural environment. The comfort of the village is grounded by forests, lakes, natural and 

built environment, as well as calm and stillness. The village is small, transparent, and safe; 

there is no transit traffic, what makes it especially attractive for families with small kids. 

The community is supported in its activity by an innovative management, by providing 

organisational conditions and facilities to the creative opportunities and co-operation of 

individuals and smaller groups. Regular programs, village fests, events, knowledge 

expanding meetings allow for maintaining and expanding the community. People living here 

have the opportunity to implement their community developing plans, to protect their 

environment, to produce agricultural products, to which they receive significant support 

from the municipality. Those who live here honour each other’s peace and demands. They 

share their experiences and knowledge with those interested, upon demand; they help each 

other and co-operate in order to achieve their common targets.  

It is important for the inhabitants of Alsómocsolád that as many as possible got engaged in 

the conscious improvement of their own life, the communities, and the village. Those 

inhabitants and families will be able to ensure the community’s survival that has internal 

motivation.  

 

In addition to community and environment, accessibility of services and comfort comprise 

defining expectations for the inhabitants. Expected services are typical of various life 

situations, however, it is equally important for each age group to have high quality local 

food acquisition possibility at affordable prices, in wide variety and transport that has high 

priority both to access services available in the region and to generate income: 

✓ For young families with kids, first of all daily convenient access to high quality 

health care, kindergarten, and educational institutions is important.  

✓ For elderly people, services required to health care, nursing, and lifestyle which 

make it possible for them to stay in their homes are needed.  

✓ For middle-aged people, first priory is to have options to efficiently generate income, 

to comfortably operate families, to support young and elderly people.  

Existing infrastructure directly contributes to comfort that is the common value and asset of 

the village’s community. Preservation and operation of the assets comprise the interest and 

task of each local inhabitant, what also strengthens the community. The community of the 

village provides rental apartments and houses to young people to move back and to 

accommodate new settlers.  
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Knowing the history of the settlement and preserving memories comprise part of preserving 

identity. Built heritage, collecting and saving individual, family, and community histories, 

customs, and objects help to strengthen identity. 

The village’s values, comfort, strong identity, and co-operation in the village’s operation 

strengthen the bondage of the youth, their return after their studies, as well as the settling 

down for new inhabitants, and families, consequently enhancing local knowledge, renewing 

the community, and increasing the number of inhabitants. The village’s community has 

strong identity to receive new inhabitants and share their values with them. The village’s 

inhabitants are proud of their values. They are happy to share them with visiting tourists, 

and to show them to those interested. 

Gardens surrounding the houses and the municipality’s land allow for private and 

community production. Upon demand, the community of the village supports small-scale 

and community production of agricultural products, and selling the excess.  

The community of the village supports environment conscious, sustainable operation of the 

settlement, the households, and small-scale and community farms by knowledge sharing, 

services, and co-operation. 

Based on the stakeholder groups’ needs, Alsómocsolád relies on smart solutions, by utilising 

digital devices, and applications in building the community, maintaining the environment, 

developing the services, and operating the settlement. 

3.3.1. Our assets & strengths with reference to community planning  

3.3.1.1 Natural resources 

✓ Beautiful natural environment 

≠ Streams, springs, ponds (thermal water) 

≠ Forests, herbs, crops, orchis field, indigenous trees, meadows, water habitats 

✓ Cultivated areas 

✓ Unpolluted environment, option of selective garbage collection, wound up illegal 

landfills 

✓ Ecological corridor 

✓ Bio-diversity 

 

3.3.1.2 Configuration and settlement conditions 

✓ South-Transdanubian county seats within relatively accessible distance - Pécs, 

Szekszárd, Kaposvár are about 50 km far 

✓ Dombóvár-Bátaszék railway line 

✓ Unified, orderly village image 

≠ Many green areas, parks 

≠ Street art and furniture 

≠ Renovated private apartments, façades 

✓ Outdoor community venues – playing ground, Fitness park, Festival Field, Outdoor 

Gym in the Forest, Rigac Rest Area, Tree house etc. – and their constant 

development 

✓ Rural environment 
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3.3.1.3. Economy 

✓ the plant of Pick Szeged Zrt at Alsómocsolád 

✓ Tourism sector 

✓  25 micro- and small enterprises 

✓ HEGA - Hegyháti Gabona Beszerző és Értékesítő Co-operative (Ridge Corn 

Acquiring and Selling Co-operative  - HEGA Kft 

✓ Municipality as an employer 

✓ “Eating our own bread” Economy Development Program 

✓ Social Co-operative   

✓ a poultry processing plant of Mecsek Poultry – being in the process of building 
 

3.3.1.4. Society 

✓ Inclusive and helpful village community 

✓ Social joining forces 

✓ Youth support 

✓ Experts, workshops, intellectual leadership 

✓ 11 civil organisations 

✓ Creativity, innovation skills 

✓ Reviving traditions 

✓ Operating neighbourhood relationships 

✓ Extensive network of contact, social capital at regional, and domestic levels 

✓ The formulation of Ridge identity  

✓ Colourful connection system 

✓ Regional thinking 

✓ Máréfalva – twin settlement 

✓ Good public security 

✓ Rich event calendar 

✓ Newcomers moving in and foreign inhabitants 

✓ Sample-value  

✓ Subsidies for people settling down, a mentor group supporting settling down 
 

3.3.1.5. Infrastructure 

✓ All public utility supply 

✓ Renewed access road 

✓ Institutions, buildings - Autumn Light Retirement Home, COLOUR-SPACE Culture 

House - Village Hall - Tele-House - Integrated  Community Service Space; Service 

Providing House, Health Care Centre, Youth Club, Guest House and Conference 

Centre, Interactive Depository and their constant development 

✓ Renewing public areas 

✓ Renewing private apartments, façades 
 

3.3.1.6. Other 

- Future Planning - a program supporting settling down 

- Innovative village management, social inclusion 

- Being well organised 

- Team work 

- Accumulated knowledge and experience, being open to their transfer 
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- Prepared staff, existing knowledge/competences, e.g. community development, in 

the fields of tender and project management  

3.3.2 Our assets and strengths with respect to development covered until now: 
 

The Mocsolád Cognitive Mentor Public Benefit Nonprofit Ltd. – established in 2010 – 

provides the frames and the background of implementation of our developments. 
 

3.3.2.1 Local economy development, employment 

- Pond management – Pond Owners Partnership, 1990 

- Forest management - Forest Owners Partnership, 1992 

- The opening of the youth hostel, 1998 – today we invite visitors in the Guest House 

and the Conference Centre – 87 accommodations –, and offer a wide variety of 

services – educational paths, open air school, mini planetarium, and airplane 

simulator, outdoor gym in the forest etc. 

- Bringing a new type of co-operative farm into being and its management, 1999, 

reaching breakeven, 2004 

- Alsómocsolád Parish Developing and Service Providing Public Benefit Nonprofit 

Ltd., 1998 – its task is to develop tourism 

- “Mocsolád-Civil House” Public Benefit Nonprofit Ltd., 2000 – maintaining the tele 

house, settlement and rural development 

- Mocsolád Cognitive Mentor Public Benefit Nonprofit Ltd. – strategy management 

- “Eating our own Bread” complex local economy development program, 2013 

- Issuing local currency, community money, under the name of Rigac  

- 3 pillars: 1. encouraging agricultural production and animal husbandry, 2. 

stimulating the launch of local services, 3. apartment renovation and 

modernisation 

 

3.3.2.2 Human public services, civil society development, culture 
 

- Village Caretaker Service, 1995 – to reduce the disadvantages of the shadow 

situation in transportation and to provide primary social care  

- Among others, the village caretaker does the shopping, takes the drugs from 

the pharmacy, home delivers lunch, takes patients to outpatient special 

consultation or takes people shopping, if there is a demand. 
 

- Establishing the Telehouse, 1997 – to access relevant information quickly and in a 

modern way – “window to the world”;  today it already operates as an Integrated 

Community and Service providing Space: 

- spreading digital literacy 

- organising competence development programs  

- organising vocational training courses 

- offering post office services, 2002- 2017 

- employment information point 

- youth information point 

- civil counsellor service 

- assistant service 
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- Community developer activity 

- 1990 - 1 informal civil organisation, nowadays 8 registered, 4 informal civil 

communities 

- permanent social planning 

- opening the “Autumn Light” Retirement Home Integrated Social Institution and its 

kitchen, 2006 

- life-saving point with a defibrillator and qualified specialists,  

- recreation point with health preserving – massage bed with jade, bioptron 

lamp – machines,  

- generation bridge program with the youth, 

- providing social catering,  

- providing residential social care, 

- providing social day care, 

- ensuring home care,  

- creating jobs, increasing employment, 

- supporting vocational qualification for local unemployed, 

 

- Colour-Space Culture House, 2007  

- organising events, programs, entertaining occasions for different age 

groups, and performances, exhibitions rendering higher arts 

- preserving traditions 

- creating traditions 

- parish library, member of the mobile library network  

- “Future Planning” Program, 2015 – strengthening population retention capability 

- response to global challenges – potential ways to turn back demographic 

decay 

- adaptability – taking over the method 

 

- Keeping the youth in place 

- population retention program 

- special housing subsidy system 

- allowances: for school start, catering, monthly ticket, Bursa Hungarica 

scholarship 

- allowance for settling down 

 

3.3.2.3 Infrastructure 

- Full public utility supply: 

- water, gas, electricity, telephone, internet, 1990-1997 

- 100% of the inner village roads are covered with asphalt, 2004 - LEADER 

- sewer, own waste-water plant, 2006 

- renewal of the access road leading to the settlement, 2013 

- renewal of the rainwater drainage system within the village, 2013 
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- Service providing places, community spaces: 

- Health care house, 2005 

- Autumn Light Retirement Home, 2006 

- Service Providing House, 2008 

- Village Hall, 2004 – development: Integrated Community and Service 

Providing Space, 2012 

- Marketplace, 2014 

- Regional Civil Source Centre, 2014 

- House of Hacks, 2015 

 

- Specific community spaces: 

- Millennium Memorial Park, 1998 

- Festival Field, 2006 

- Renovated Calvary, 2008 

- Europe Space, 2009 

- Village centre, 2013 

- Outdoor fitness park 2013 

- Renovated Roman Catholic Church, 2014 

 

- Service providing places for tourism: 

- Youth Hostel, 1998. 

- Outdoor Gym in the Forest, 2004. 

- Guest House and Conference Centre, 2006 

- Youth Accommodation,  2012 

- Interactive Depository and Oven Courtyard – open air school training centre  

2011 

- Educational paths, 2012 

- Boat storage and a boat type Pletna, 2012 

- Rigac Rest Area 2010 

- Rigac Farm, 2013 

- Mini planetarium and BOING 727 airplane simulator, 2015 

- Lookout Tower, 2015 

 

- Accepting “pure energies”  

- Implementing a solar system on the Village Hall, 2014 

- Implementing photovoltaic systems on several public buildings, 2015 

- Energy planning for the buildings of the Autumn Light Retirement Home, 

2015 

 

Besides investments, we take great care of society development, to the implementation of 

which – women re-integration program, employment of disadvantaged or disabled workers, 

catching up with people living in deep poverty, organisation development, health 

improvement, raising environment awareness – we mostly include European Union 

resources.  
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3.4 Key characteristics of the local community 

To use community or social planning, and to create joint responsibility taking and 

participation, it is necessary to extensively engage citizens in the processes of environment 

and settlement development already in the planning phase, and it is also important to 

balance the chances of disadvantageous young and adult people.  

In the course of our operation, we turn special attention to involve each age group among 

the ones we personally contact  – starting from children to seniors –, each nationality, 

typically the Roma, then the ones who live in a special situation, e.g. single-parent families, 

disadvantaged, disabled workers, unemployed,  people living in deep poverty, since in this 

way, they will not only be beneficiaries of the results of the process, but also active 

transformers by representing their specific demands. 

  

We upkeep a regular contact with the non-Hungarian citizens’ community who live in the 

settlement, we listen to and take their opinion, comments, and ideas into account. We are 

interested and open to their culture and traditions. We involve them in the village’s events, 

holidays and weekdays, since they are also full citizens of our settlement.  

 

The Municipality of Alsómocsolád applies all its available tools and devices – both 

traditional and digital – to include local inhabitants, civil organisations, and economy role 

players through the below communication platforms: 

- flyers, posters, 

- newsletter (biweekly, free publication), 

- website: www.alsomocsolad.hu 

- the settlement’s Facebook page, thematic Facebook pages and groups 

- direct mail, e-mail to the leaders of organisations, 

- program launching and co-ordination forums, 

- workshops, 

- thematic clubs, e.g. “Eating our own Bread” Club, 

- knowledge transfer days,  

- days of joy upon disseminating the results,  

- personal address, 

- conferences. 
 

Those who stayed away were able to follow the happenings, the events, and the content and 

formulation of the programs via the settlement’s website, Facebook page, and Newsletter 

that is home delivered to each household free of charge. 
  

We believe that the development level of Alsómocsolád first of all depends on the 

inhabitants’ quality of life, the richness of the relationship system among the people, and 

how they are able to collaborate and live together. By the effect of the inclusion, our 

inhabitants, the settlement’s leaders, the heads of the institutions, the leaders of the civil 

organisations, the entrepreneurs, and other economic actors are active members both in the 

planning and in the implementation and represent themselves by indicating their specific 

needs and interests from their specific perspective and they make opportunities more 

colourful by making their resources and knowledge available, and grounding sustainability: 

- members of the body of representatives of the settlement municipality 
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- Autumn Light Retirement Home director, nursing manager, catering manager, the 

head of daytime care 

- COLOUR-SPACE Culture House director 

- Alsómocsolád Parish Developing and Service Providing Public Benefit Nonprofit 

Ltd. managing director 

- Mocsolád Cognitive Mentor Public Benefit Nonprofit Ltd. managing director 

- “Mocsolád-Civil House” Public Benefit Nonprofit Ltd. managing director 

- Alsómocsolád Village Administrator Public Benefit Social Cooperative president 

- Alsómocsolád Forest Ownership Union No. I president 

- grocer’s private entrepreneur 

- pub operating private entrepreneur 

- agricultural entrepreneurs 

- Foundation for Alsómocsolád board members 

- Autumn Light Foundation 

- PUBLIC-SPACE-NET Foundation 

- Single Parents Club Foundation 

- the Circle of Friends Originating from Alsómocsolád board of presidents 

- Alsómocsolád Civil Guard Association 

- Alsómocsolád Sports Association 

- Pearl of Seven Streams Nature Park Association 

- Democratic Children and Youth Municipality of Alsómocsolád 

- Alsómocsolád Patchwork Club  

- May Skittles Club 

 

From planning to implementation, our work is supported by experts experienced both in 

theory and practice: 

- in-house experts, as a result of conscious human resources management: 

- society developer 

- rural developer 

- public economist 

- promoter, project manager 

- legal adviser 

- social worker 

- human resources manager 

- external experts: 

- sociologist 

- landscape architect, architect 

- horticultural engineer 

- energetics expert 

- biologist 

- public economist  

- artist  

- communication expert 

- rural development expert 

- information technologist 
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3.5 SWOT analysis 
Strengths 

Natural resources 

- Beautiful natural environment 

- Streams, springs, ponds (thermal water) 

- Forests, herbs, crops, orchis field, indigenous 

trees, meadows, water habitats 

- Cultivated areas 

- Unpolluted environment, option of selective 

garbage collection, wound up illegal landfills 

- Ecological corridor 

- Bio-diversity 

Configurational and settlement conditions 

- South-Transdanubian county seats within 

relatively accessible distance - Pécs, 

Szekszárd, Kaposvár are about 50 km far 

- Dombóvár-Bátaszék railway line 

- Unified, orderly village image 

o Many green areas, parks 

o Street art and furniture 

o Renovated private apartments, 

façades 

- Outdoor community venues – playing ground, 

Fitness park, Festival Field, Outdoor Gym in 

the Forest, Rigac Rest Area, Tree house etc. – 

and their constant development 

- Rural environment 

Economy 

- The plant of Pick Szeged Zrt at Alsómocsolád 

- Tourism sector 

- 25 micro- and small enterprises 

- HEGA - Hegyháti Gabona Beszerző és 

Értékesítő Co-operative (Ridge Corn 

Acquiring and Selling Co-operative)  - HEGA 

Kft 

- Municipality as an employer 

- “Eating our own bread” Economy 

Development Program 

- Social Co-operative   

- A poultry processing plant of Mecsek Poultry 

–being in the process of building 

Society 

- Inclusive and helpful village community 

- Social joining forces 

- Youth support 

- Experts, workshops, intellectual leadership 

- 11 civil organisations 

- Creativity, innovation skills 

- Reviving traditions 

- Operating neighbourhood relationships 

- Extensive network of contact, social capital at 

regional, and domestic levels 

- The formulation of Ridge identity  

- Colourful connection system 

- Regional thinking 

Weaknesses 

Natural resources 

- Relatively high proportion of lands worth 

below 17 golden crown 

- “Uncared-for forest” properties 

- Attitude of the ponds’ tenant 

- The rate of utilisation of the ponds 

Configurational and settlement conditions 

- Weakness of the central settlements  

- Structural crisis of central settlements 

- End-of-the-road village nature 

- Bad infrastructure in the region 

- Connectivity problems (transport) 

- Bad, unreliable medical attendance; 

accessibility 

Economy 

- Structural crisis of central settlements - 

obsolete economy structure  

- Small investor attraction (industrial areas: 

competitive environment) 

- Weak service providing sector 

- Lack of harmony between labour force 

offer and demand 

- Overwork of competent people 

- Lack of enterprises  

- Lack of services  

- Weak service providing sector  

- Small investor attraction  

- Livelihood 

- Lack of folk small crafts 

- Lack of human resources  

 

Society 

- High number of unskilled labour force 

- Unemployment 

- Low child birth rate 

- Low number of children and youth 

- High mortality rate 

- Outmigration of young people 

- Lack of the population’s foreign language 

proficiency 

- Indifference, lack of motivation at one part 

of the population 

- Shrinking population 

- Decrease of the number of the population  

- Foreign employment of young people 

 

Infrastructure 

- Abandoned, obsolete households 

 

Other 

- Communication difficulties 

- Lack of time 

- Not enough quality time for each other 
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- Máréfalva – twin settlement 

- Good public security 

- Rich event calendar 

- Newcomers moving in and foreign inhabitants 

- Sample-value  

- Subsidies for people settling down, a mentor 

group supporting settling down 

Infrastructure 

- All public utility supply 

- Renewed access road 

- Institutions, buildings - Autumn Light 

Retirement Home, COLOUR-SPACE Culture 

House - Village Hall - Tele-House - Integrated  

Community Service Space; Service Providing 

House, Health Care Centre, Youth Club, Guest 

House and Conference Centre, Interactive 

Depository and their constant development 

- Renewing public areas 

- Renewing private apartments, façades 

Other 

- Future Planning - a program supporting 

settling down 

- Being well organised 

- Innovative village management, social 

inclusion 

- Team work 

- Accumulated knowledge and experience, 

being open to their transfer 

- Prepared staff, existing 

knowledge/competences, e.g. community 

development, in the fields of tender and project 

management 

 

Opportunities 

- Re-interpretation of rural lifestyle 

- Trend of moving to the country-side 

- Trend of health and environment conscious way 

of life 

- Trends focusing on the creation of food and 

energy security  

- Micro-region collaboration 

- Strengthening regional connections 

- Organising regional events 

- Regional industrial park 

- The central role of CSR has not been filled in in 

Hungary 

- Networking, network activity 

- International co-operations  

- Grants  

- Clearway network is getting extended - M9 

 

Threats 

- Covid-19 pandemic 

- Economic crisis unfolding due to the Covid-19 

situation 

- The European economy’s recession is protracted 

- The legal environment changes rhapsodically 

- Turbulent politics, social atmosphere and/or 

social depression 

- Construction of clearways is delayed 

- Development of the South-Transdanubian region 

is permanently stagnant 

- Underutilisation of local products  

- Loss of identity 

- Tax-force ability 

- Low capacity for renewal of the Hungarian rural 

areas 

- Outward migration 

- Following a new trend – following bad trends  

- The risk of aging 

- Global climate crisis 

- Urbanisation 

- Foreign employment of young people 
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IV. INTERVENTION LOGIC 

4.1 Overall objective 

Along with conscious, systematic development and strategic thinking,  Alsómocsolád does 

not augment the multitude of vegetating villages, but it becomes a liveable settlement that 

appears as a factor in the global competition. 
 

Our vision is as follows: 

Alsómocsolád is a 21st century, liveable, friendly, innovative small settlement that keeps 

and renews its values, grows from its local economy, and increases in the number of its 

inhabitants. 
 

Our mission is as follows: 

By joining the forces of local community, multiple actions, and enriched programs, our 

mission is to demonstrate it through our example to other small settlements, people leaving 

our village, and townspeople interested in rural life, as well as domestic and European 

political decision makers that it is possible to live quality life even at small settlements. We 

need to provide future, space, and jobs/work to those living there and the ones settling down 

there so that the outmigration, the aging, and the impoverishment trends of the 20th century 

could change and we could preserve the cultural and social, as well as natural heritage of the 

former centuries even in the 21st century by amalgamating them with whatever current and 

future technique, human knowledge, and culture offer. 

 

By 2030, the village of Alsómocsolád has the long term strategic objective of establishing a 

liveable settlement that is protected, appreciated, and loved by its citizens, which maintains 

its number of population, re-attracts those who left the village, attracts those who are able to 

identify themselves with the main values of the settlement and desire to settle down there, 

therefore it grows in the number of its inhabitants. It responds to the era’s challenges. It 

seeks and finds its outbreak points. It develops on human scales. It continuously renews 

itself. It opens up the village, makes it interesting and attractive. It explores the 

opportunities that can serve local, regional, and even wider demands economically. 
 

4.2 Specific & operational objectives in response to SWOT 

4.2.1 Specific objective:  Society, Community, People - Active local 

communities  

Active local communities belong to the values of rural settlements. Upon remaining in place 

and/or settling down in villages, it is possible to rely on local identity, civil arrangements, 

neighbourhood networks, bond strengthening roles, what can be further encouraged by the 

special support of village civil initiatives, the training of mayors and local board 

representatives, youth initiatives motivating responsible and active citizenship, e.g. 

supporting the establishment and operation of children and youth municipalities. 
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The village is the dwelling-place and community of more active and less active people. 

Local inhabitants have different demands and opportunities for participating in the 

community. Everybody should have an opportunity to be involved, but nobody should be 

judged for living in privacy. People should be engaged in the community’s activities to the 

extent they want it.  

In the community, active people’s tools include example, communication, requiring a 

feedback, building trust, and involving in joint thinking, and decision making. Local 

community changes need time, it is a slow process. 
 

1.2.1.1. Operational objective: Giving Information, communication 

The purpose of giving information and communication is to ensure extensive publicity. 

The basis of publicity is comprised of information affecting the local community in any 

way. It is necessary to publish our information via various communication channels so 

that every local inhabitant could access our information.   

 

1.2.1.2. Operational objective: Requiring a feedback, providing opportunity (channel)  

To achieve good community operation, it is not enough to ensure access to information, 

you must encourage their acceptance, processing, discussion, and the dissemination of 

opinions and standpoints formulated in this way. 

 

1.2.1.3. Operational objective: Building Personal Relationships, Common Experiences, 

Common Values, Joint Learning 

Personal connection that creates another quality is the basis of a good community. 

Common experiences, common values, and joint learning/learning from each other lay 

the foundation of value-oriented organic development. 

1.2.2. Specific objective:  Housing, environment, village operation 

 

The village’s infrastructure, built and natural environment provide the environment to the 

community’s operation. Environment and community interact. It is the objective of 

Alsómocsolád that the environment, and the infrastructure reflect the community’s life, 

stamina, and values, furthermore support the community and the individuals in their daily 

activities and holidays.  

The village implemented considerable investments both in the built and the natural 

environments. The community of the village requires on the one hand developments, on the 

other hand the maintenance and operation of the existing infrastructure, as well as 

responsible, sustainable and eco conscious management of values. 

It is a priority to provide temporary and constant housing solutions to those who settle down 

or intend to settle down or are employed in the institutions. 
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1.2.2.1.  Operational objective: Smart Alsómocsolád 

A settlement may be smart to the extent its citizens are smart, how smartly it utilises its 

conditions, resources, and any occurring opportunities. It is extremely important to do 

the planning, the determination of the development directions with the involvement of 

the community, based on our values. Accordingly, the image of the village should 

reflect the community’s life, values, and vitality. Environment should support eco-

consciousness, the needs of inhabitants who want to preserve their health. Innovation 

and the use of smart devices should gain space in operation in order to optimise 

resource management and use.  

1.2.2.2.  Operational objective: Community based management of Alsómocsolád  

Community based management should be under predefined conditions, filed 

undertakings, and appropriate professional management and control. 

It is important that the undertakings and performances of the community members 

should be well-known in front of the community and appreciated by the community. 

1.2.2.3. Operational objective: Green Alsómocsolád  

We believe that environment consciousness is neither a slogan, nor a trend, it is really 

about long term thinking, i.e. we need to live in a way today that the sustainability of 

natural environment is secured for our children and grandchildren. 

1.2.2.4. Operational objective: Alsómocsolád for families 

Alsómocsolád is a family friendly settlement. In previous years, through its activities 

and measures, it constantly supported the lives and initiatives of families living in the 

settlement, it created a comfortable, liveable settlement environment in the light of 

possibilities. Both the community and the Municipality wish to act and operate with 

such an approach even in the future. 

1.2.2.5.  Operational objective:  Maisonette to “Rent” 

The goal of setting up maisonettes is to: 

≠ supplement expertise missing locally e.g. by providing local housing options 

to the employees of the Autumn Light Retirement Home  

≠ increase the number of inhabitants, to provide temporary housing option to 

people settling down for the period of construction 

≠ keep young people in the village, to support independent start in life, 

similarly to a specific housing program for young adults that had been in use 

in Hungary some years ago. 

 

1.2.2.6. Operational objective:  Infrastructure development 

To achieve our vision, to create liveable, enlivening, attractive Alsómocsolád. 
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1.2.3. Specific objective:  Services 
 

Services ensure comfort to the village. Judging the state of comfort is primarily 

subjective, based on feelings. It is important that Alsómocsolád plan and develop 

services based on the needs of the village’s inhabitants and community, as well as 

enable appropriate environment to business based services.  

Services available in the region also contribute to the comfort of Alsómocsolád in 

addition to services operating in the village, if their availability is secured.  

Among services, tourism is the priority area, to which cultural, entertaining, health 

preserving, community developing programs, and clubs that fit in the society specific 

objectives, to be organised for local inhabitants are also linked. 

 

1.2.3.1.Operational objective:  Healthy Alsómocsolád 

We aim at spreading a health conscious attitude and supporting a change in our 

inhabitants’ way of life in Alsómocsolád. Most of the researchers agree today that the 

way of life has a greater impact on our general health conditions than genetics. We 

regard it as one of the greatest challenges of our era to ensure that forms of conscious 

behaviour focusing on health preservation, illness prevention and at the same time 

environment protection become integrated in our life. We have launched and intend to 

launch several programs in the future that explain the basics of health conscious way of 

life both in the fields of nutrition and natural housekeeping with target-group-specific 

methods; they encourage responsible thinking and active involvement and are built on 

the participants’ ideas, demands, and creativity.  

 

1.2.3.2. Operational objective:  Alsómocsolád for Children 

At Alsómocsolád, we regard children and young age groups as future stakeholders! We 

believe that we need to utilise resources available to us and to operate our institutions in 

a way that the members of our youth have appropriate skills, capabilities, competences, 

openness, flexibility, and tolerance. Instead of suffering from changes, they should 

become the generators of changes, and conscious, responsible citizens. They should be 

able to face the challenges of a globalised world, but they should also know that there is 

a place in the world that waits them home, and represents their roots, and their home for 

them. 

 

1.2.3.3.Operational objective:  Alsómocsolád for Elderly 

At Alsómocsolád, special attention surrounds the old generation that brought us up 

under difficult circumstances. From whom we learnt honesty, integrity, a love to work, 

and the importance of family. In each age group – even as years pass by –, it is 

important to feel ourselves useful, to belong to somewhere, to talk about our problems 

honestly, to be healthy both in body and spirit. To have holidays and other occasions 

when we can be together with others and entertain ourselves or even learn something 
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new or can work together for the sake of the parish. We consider senior generation as 

value, and resource. 

 

1.2.3.4.Operational objective:  Alsómocsolád for Tourists 

Our settlement that has outstanding natural conditions welcomes our visitors, guests 

desiring knowledge, experiences or just relaxation with several attractions, interesting 

scientific and educational programs, 30 years’ accumulated knowledge and experience. 

The Kids’ Nest Open Air School has qualified modules.  

 

With the help of the learning centre’s rich equipment stock, those interested may get to 

know and study the flora and fauna of forests and waters, the use options of spices and 

herbs, and discover the space with the help of an astronomical telescope. Our scientific 

escape room, planetarium, Boeing 737 airplane simulator, Lookout Tower, and 

educational paths ensure spending spare time usefully and meaningfully. We intend to 

expand our offer and make it available in a wider circle. 
 

1.2.3.5.Operational objective:  Mobile Alsómocsolád 

Creating a sense of comfort in the population was among the most important endeavours 

of our municipality. Alsómocsolád had a progress of fifteen years to become a village 

with all the public utilities in place. Healthy drinking water, modern sewage disposal 

and cleaning, smooth gas and electricity services, cable TV, and broadband Internet also 

serve the comfort of the population and our visitors. A fully renovated access road 

guarantees accident free transport, and access to neighbouring settlements. The sparse 

nature of public transport does not fit in the impressive list above; we intend to change 

this with our Mobile Alsómocsolád objective. 
 

1.2.3.6.Operational objective:  Local food acquisition 

The objective of establishing healthy food acquisition that originates from pure sources 

and is distributed through short supply chains is strongly linked to the economy 

development endeavours and to the formulation of health and environment conscious 

behaviour. 
 

1.2.4. Specific objective:  Income, economy, employment 
In order to ensure that the inhabitants of Alsómocsolád stay in the village, it is necessary 

to have income resources accessible in the region, as well as operating economy. Local 

and regional economy development and labour force market may secure the conditions 

of generating the necessary income. As a result of significant changes in agricultural 

industry, by now it is not the agriculture that guarantees income to people living in 

villages; this is how it works in Alsómocsolád, too. In order to stay in place or settle 

down in the region, it is necessary to have appropriate income generation opportunities 

in the industrial and service providing sectors. There is only a real chance for micro-

enterprise development in the case of local inhabitants with appropriate purchasing 

power. Encouraging the settling down of enterprises and the developing of local micro-

enterprises should be done within the framework of regional economy development. It is 

a precondition of settling down and operating enterprises to have qualified, motivated, 
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competent labour force and to solve transportation locally and within the region. The 

development of local micro and small enterprises may be built on local consumer market 

and purchasing power increase, to which we will need an appropriate support system. 

The household production to their own supply and the possibility to earn alternative 

income by surplus production have to be put in focus. 

 

1.2.4.1. Operational objective:  Retention, attraction and training of professionals 

In Alsómocsolád, as well as in the region, there is vacancy in several professions, e.g. 

cook, specialised nurse, specialist in tourism, gardener, roofer, carpenter, and mason. 

From the point of view of attracting, retaining or training professionals, it is important to 

offer competitive income, apartments for rent, opportunity for and ensuring professional 

development. 

1.2.4.2.  Operational objective:  Local market 

A tool of implementation related to local food acquisition. 

 

1.2.4.3.  Operational objective:  Utilisation options of the local money, Rigac within 

Alsómocsolád 

The community money, the local currency of Alsómocsolád is Rigac launched in 2013. 

It is possible to pay with local money – it functions similarly as an official currency – 

but it is exclusively possible to pay for various local services, local products, and 

particular services of the municipality within the public administration area of 

Alsómocsolád. Rigac might ensure supplementary income and enliven local economy 

because it encourages the production of local goods and stimulates local service 

provision, but its potentials have not been fulfilled yet.  

 

1.2.4.4. Operational objective:  Community enterprise 

Community enterprise is an organisational model in which those performing economic 

activity comprise a real lifestyle community. It aims at strengthening local society and 

local community through developing and enriching social and natural capitals in an 

interlinked and business mind manner. 

1.2.4.5. Operational objective:  Volunteering 

Initiative is characteristic of Alsómocsolád but there are not enough proper human 

resources for several initiatives, thus it is a self-evident solution in the settlement to 

involve volunteers living in the region, within the country or from abroad for short or 

medium term projects. The presence of volunteers could not only offer human capacity 

expansion to our settlement but it could also strengthen the identity of people living here 

and contribute to urban-rural and intercultural learning. 
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Setting objectives based on SWOT  

Specific objectives Operational objectives Challenges and threats Strengths and opportunities 

Society, Community, People - Active 

local communities  

 

- Giving information, communication 

- Requiring a feedback, providing 

opportunity (channel) 

- Building personal relationships, 

common experiences, common 

values, joint learning 

- Indifference, lack of motivation at 

one part of the population 

- Communication difficulties 

- Lack of time 

- Not enough quality time for each 

other 

- Turbulent politics, social atmosphere 

and/or social depression 

- Loss of identity  

- All public utility supply 

- Inclusive and helpful village 

community 

- Social joining forces 

- Experts, workshops, intellectual 

leadership 

- 11 civil organisations 

- Creativity, innovation skills 

- Reviving traditions 

- Operating neighbourhood relationships 

- Extensive network of contact 

- Rich event calendar 

- Newcomers moving in 

- Foreign inhabitants 

- Sample-value  

- Subsidies for people settling down, a 

mentor group supporting settling down 

- Being well organised 

- Innovative village management, social 

inclusion 

- Team work 

- Accumulated knowledge and 

experience, being open to their transfer 

- Prepared staff, existing 

knowledge/competences, e.g. 

community development, in the fields 

of tender and project management 

Housing, environment, village 

operation 

 

 

 

Smart Alsómocsolád 

- High number of unskilled labour 

force 

- Lack of the population’s foreign 

language proficiency 

- Indifference, lack of motivation 

at one part of the population 

- Decrease of tax-force ability 

- aging 

- All public utility supply 

- Inclusive and helpful village 

community 

- Experts, workshops, intellectual 

leadership 

- 11 civil organisations 

- Creativity, innovation skills 

- Colourful system of connections 

- Prepared staff, existing 
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Specific objectives Operational objectives Challenges and threats Strengths and opportunities 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Housing, environment, village 

operation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
knowledge/competences, e.g. 

community development, in the fields 

of tender and project management  

 

Community based management of 

Alsómocsolád  

- Indifference, lack of motivation 

at one part of the population  

- Decrease of tax-force ability 

- Aging 

 

 

- All public utility supply 

- Unified, orderly village image 

- Many green areas, parks 

- Street art and furniture 

- Renovated private apartments, façades 

- Outdoor community venues – playing 

ground, Fitness park, Festival Field, 

Outdoor Gym in the Forest, Rigac Rest 

Area, Tree house etc. – and their 

constant development 

Green Alsómocsolád  

- Global climate crisis 

- Urbanisation 

- The legal environment changes 

rhapsodically 

- Turbulent politics, social 

atmosphere and/or social 

depression 

 

- Beautiful natural environment 

- Streams, springs, ponds (thermal water) 

- Forests, herbs, crops, orchis field, 

indigenous trees, meadows, water 

habitats 

- Cultivated areas 

- Unpolluted environment, option of 

selective garbage collection, wound up 

illegal landfills 

- Ecological corridor 

- Bio-diversity 

Alsómocsolád for families 

- Indifference, lack of motivation 

at one part of the population  

- Decrease of tax-force ability 

- Aging 

 

- Re-interpretation of the rural way of 

life 

- The trend of moving to the country-

side  

- The trend of health and environment 

conscious way of life 

- The trends focusing on the creation of 

food and energy security 

 Maisonette to “Rent” 

- Decrease of tax-force ability 
- Re-interpretation of the rural way of 

life 

- The trend of moving to the country-

side  

- The trend of health and environment 
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Specific objectives Operational objectives Challenges and threats Strengths and opportunities 
 

 

 

Housing, environment, village 

operation 

conscious way of life 

- The trends focusing on the creation of 

food and energy security 

 

Infrastructure development 

- Decrease of tax-force ability 

- Economic crisis unfolding due to 

the Covid-19 situation 

- The European economy’s 

recession is protracted 

- The legal environment changes 

rhapsodically 

- Turbulent politics, social 

atmosphere and/or social 

depression 

- Construction of clearways is 

delayed 

- Development of the South-

Transdanubian region is 

permanently stagnant 

- Underutilisation of local products 

- Decrease of tax-force ability 

- Low capacity for renewal of the 

Hungarian rural areas 

- Following a new trend – 

following bad trends 

 

 

- Re-interpretation of rural lifestyle 

- Trend of moving to the country-

side 

-  Trend of health and environment 

conscious way of life 

- Trends focusing on the creation of 

food and energy security 

- Tender based sources, grants  

Services 

 

 

Services 

 

Healthy Alsómocsolád 
- Global climate crisis 

- Urbanisation 

- Decrease of tax-force ability 

- Re-interpretation of rural lifestyle 

- Trend of moving to the country-

side 

-  Trend of health and environment 

conscious way of life 

- Trends focusing on the creation of 

food and energy security 

- Micro-region collaboration 

- Strengthening regional 

connections 
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Specific objectives Operational objectives Challenges and threats Strengths and opportunities 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Services 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- Organising regional events 

- Networking, network activity 

- International co-operations  

- Tender based sources, grants  

 

Alsómocsolád for children 

- Low child birth rate 

- Low number of children and 

youth 

- Outmigration of young people 

- Indifference, lack of motivation 

at one part of the population 

- Shrinking population 

- Decrease of the number of the 

population  

- Foreign employment of young 

people 

 

- Re-interpretation of rural lifestyle 

- Trend of moving to the country-

side 

-  Trend of health and environment 

conscious way of life 

- Trends focusing on the creation of 

food and energy security 

- Micro-region collaboration 

- Strengthening regional 

connections 

- Organising regional events 

- Networking, network activity 

- International co-operations  

- Tender based sources, grants  

- Good public security 

 

 Alsómocsolád for Elderly 

- Weakness of the central 

settlements  

- Structural crisis of central 

settlements 

- End-of-the-road village nature 

- Bad infrastructure in the region 

- Connectivity problems 

(transport) 

- Bad, unreliable medical 

attendance; accessibility 

 

- Re-interpretation of rural lifestyle 

- Trend of moving to the country-

side 

-  Trend of health and environment 

conscious way of life 

- Trends focusing on the creation of 

food and energy security 

- Micro-region collaboration 

- Strengthening regional 

connections 

- Organising regional events 

- Networking, network activity 

- International co-operations  

- Tender based sources, grants  

- Good public security 
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Specific objectives Operational objectives Challenges and threats Strengths and opportunities 
 

 

 

 

Services 

 

 

Alsómocsolád for Tourists 

- Bad infrastructure in the region 

- Connectivity problems 

(transport) 

 

- Re-interpretation of rural lifestyle 

- Trend of moving to the country-

side 

-  Trend of health and environment 

conscious way of life 

- Trends focusing on the creation of 

food and energy security 

- Good public security 

- Rich event calendar 

- Beautiful natural environment 

- Renewed access road 

- Institutions, buildings - Autumn 

Light Retirement Home, 

COLOUR-SPACE Culture House 

- Village Hall - Tele-House - 

Integrated  Community Service 

Space; Service Providing House, 

Health Care Centre, Youth Club, 

Guest House and Conference 

Centre, Interactive Depository and 

their constant development 

- Renewing public areas 

Mobile Alsómocsolád 

- End-of-the-road village nature 

- Bad infrastructure in the region 

- Connectivity problems 

(transport) 

- Construction of clearways is 

delayed 

 

- Renewed access road 

- Extensive network of contact, social 

capital at regional, and domestic 

levels 

- Re-interpretation of rural lifestyle  

- Micro-region collaboration 

- Strengthening regional connections 

- Tender based sources, grants  

- Clearway network is getting extended 

- M9 

Local food acquisition 

- Relatively high proportion of 

lands worth below 17 golden 

crown 

- Weak service providing sector 

- Re-interpretation of rural lifestyle 

- Trend of moving to the country-

side 

-  Trend of health and environment 
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Specific objectives Operational objectives Challenges and threats Strengths and opportunities 
- Lack of enterprises  

- Lack of services  

 

conscious way of life 

- Trends focusing on the creation of 

food and energy security  

- Micro-region collaboration 

- Strengthening regional 

connections 

- Organising regional events 

- Networking, network activity 

- International co-operations  

- Tender based sources, grants  

 

Income, economy, employment 
Retention, attraction, and training of 

professionals 

- High number of unskilled labour 

force 

- Unemployment 

- Outmigration of young people 

- Foreign employment of young 

people 

- Covid-19 pandemic 

- Economic crisis unfolding due to 

the Covid-19 situation 

- The European economy’s 

recession is protracted 

- The legal environment changes 

rhapsodically 

- Turbulent politics, social 

atmosphere and/or social 

depression 

- Construction of clearways is 

delayed 

- Development of the South-

Transdanubian region is 

permanently stagnant 

- Underutilisation of local products 

 

 

- The plant of Pick Szeged Zrt at 

Alsómocsolád 

- Tourism sector 

-  25 micro- and small enterprises 

- HEGA - Hegyháti Gabona 

Beszerző és Értékesítő 

Szövetkezet (Ridge Corn 

Acquiring and Selling Co-

operative  - HEGA Kft 

- Municipality as an employer 

- “Eating our own bread” Economy 

Development Program 

- Social Co-operative   

- a poultry processing plant of 

Mecsek Poultry –being in the 

process of building 

- Future Planning - a program 

supporting settling down 

- Re-interpretation of rural lifestyle 

- Trend of moving to the country-

side 

-  Trend of health and environment 

conscious way of life 

- Trends focusing on the creation of 

food and energy security  

- Micro-region collaboration 
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Specific objectives Operational objectives Challenges and threats Strengths and opportunities 
- Strengthening regional 

connections 

- Organising regional events 

- Regional industrial park 

- International co-operations 

- Tender based sources, grants  

- Clearway network is getting 

extended - M9 

 

  Local market 

- Relatively high proportion of 

lands worth below 17 golden 

crown 

- Weak service providing sector  

- Lack of enterprises  

- Lack of services  

 

- Re-interpretation of rural lifestyle 

- Trend of moving to the country-

side 

-  Trend of health and environment 

conscious way of life 

- Trends focusing on the creation of 

food and energy security  

- Micro-region collaboration 

- Strengthening regional 

connections 

- Networking, network activity 

- Tender based sources, grants  

 

Utilisation options of the local money, 

Rigac within Alsómocsolád 

- Lack of enterprises  

- Lack of services  

 

≠ Trend of health and environment 

conscious way of life 

- Trends focusing on the creation of 

food and energy security  

- Micro-region collaboration 

- Strengthening regional 

connections 

- Networking, network activity 

- “Eating our own Bread” Economy 

development program 

- Social Co-operative 
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Specific objectives Operational objectives Challenges and threats Strengths and opportunities 

Community enterprise 

- Lack of enterprises 

- Lack of services 
- We do not have any experience 

in it  

- „Eating our own Bread” Economy 

development program 

- Social Co-operative 

- Creativity 

- Prepared staff, existing 

knowledge/competences, e.g. 

community development, in the 

fields of tender and project 

management 

 

Volunteering 

- Overwork of competent people 

- Covid-19 pandemic 

- Turbulent politics, social 

atmosphere and/or social 

depression 

 

- Inclusive and helpful village 

community 

- Social joining forces 

- Youth support 

- Experts, workshops, intellectual 

leadership 

- 11 civil organisations 

- Creativity, innovation skills 

- Reviving traditions 

- Institutions, buildings - Autumn 

Light Retirement Home, 

COLOUR-SPACE Culture House 

- Village Hall - Tele-House - 

Integrated  Community Service 

Space; Service Providing House, 

Health Care Centre, Youth Club, 

Guest House and Conference 

Centre, Interactive Depository and 

their constant development 
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4.3 Smart solutions: actions, outputs and results 

4.3.1. Society, Community, People – Active local communities  
 

4.3.1.1. Let’s get on the map! 

Publishing the values and the community life of Alsómocsolád by the community oon 

theweb - hyperlocal news on the global channel: 

≠ launching a community Facebook page to Alsómocsolád with the moderation of 

community developers, 

≠ Involvement of publicly active process managing inhabitants, e.g. permaculture, 

amateur local history researchers, artisan artists, civil organisation leaders in 

managing/writing blogs, vlogs and their distribution. 

Initiator:   Municipality of Alsómocsolád Parish  

Resource requirement: 2 community developers 

Implementation:  in progress 

Collaborators:  inhabitants, civil organisations, entrepreneurs, institutions 
 

4.3.1.2. Setting up a Community Fund in Alsómocsolád 

It is a form of community budget that can be interpreted for the village. It is for the 

support of initiatives manifesting from below in the community, the condition system of 

which contains the initiating group’s social engagement during the implementation. 

Initiator:    Municipality of Alsómocsolád Parish. 

Resource requirement: HUF 1,000,000 in the budget of the Municipality of 

Alsómocsolád Parish; the management organisation is 

available in the persons of the TeleHouse colleagues. 

Implementation:  under preparation, the Fund is expected to be opened on 01 

April, 2021 

 Collaborators: “Mocsolád-Civil House” Public Benefit Non-profit Ltd., 

Foundation for Alsómocsolád 

 
 

4.3.2. Housing, environment, village operation 
 

4.3.2.1. Popularisation of “Smart houses”  

Theoretical explanation of a smart house technological option and the inspection of a 

practice under formulation on the spot, for the purpose of awareness raising, in 

campaigns. 

Initiator:   civil initiative 

Resource requirement:  ensuring a venue and technical tools/devices in the community 

space,  providing communication platforms. 

Implementation:  under preparation, the planned date of campaign 

implementation is June 2021.  

 Collaborators: “Mocsolád-Civil House” Public Benefit Non-profit Ltd., 

Circle of Friends Originating from Alsómocsolád 
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4.3.2.2. Launching and popularising the Coming Home (Haza-Tér) system 

The Coming Home is an interactive communication platform of the five settlements of 

the Mágocs Micro-region – Alsómocsolád, Bikal, Mágocs, Mekényes, and Nagyhajmás 

– supplementing the insufficient community transport solutions, which enabled the 

setting up of a regional carpool system integrated in the already existing public and 

alternative transportation system.  Integrated community platform application. 

With the help of the Coming Home interactive community transportation supporting 

system, the regional synchronisation of public, individual, and community transportation 

is realised, what ensures a wider accessibility of services and working places, optimises 

regional transportation by making it more harmonised, sustainable, and cost effective, 

improves traveling experience and makes the innovative use of information channels 

more comprehensive.  

Initiator: Municipality of Alsómocsolád Parish 

 Resource requirement: the platform is available at www.hazater.hu, the 

resource requirement of the launching campaign is 2 

community developers, and providing the existing 

communication channels. 

Implementation: under preparation, the planned date of campaign 

implementation is March 2021.  

Collaborators: the five settlements of the Mágocs Micro-region – 

Alsómocsolád, Bikal, Mágocs, Mekényes, and 

Nagyhajmás   

 

4.3.2.3. Environmental Protection Fund of Alsómocsolád Parish 

It is for the support of environment conscious initiatives manifesting from below in the 

community, the condition system of which contains the initiating group’s social 

engagement during the implementation. 

Initiator: Municipality of Alsómocsolád Parish. 

Resource requirement: HUF 1,000,000 in the budget of the Municipality of 

Alsómocsolád Parish; the management organisation is 

available in the persons of the TeleHouse colleagues.  

Implementation: under preparation, the expected opening of the Fund is on 1st 

April, 2021 

Collaborators: “Mocsolád-Civil House” Public Benefit Nonprofit Ltd., 

Foundation for Alsómocsolád, Pearl of Seven Streams 

Nature Park Association 

 

4.3.3. Services 
 

4.3.3.1. Healthy Alsómocsolád 

A campaign and awareness raising putting health consciousness into focus in traditional 

community spaces and virtual community spaces. Organising screening that can be 

performed locally, with the support of smart devices. 

Initiator:   Municipality of Alsómocsolád Parish. 

http://www.hazater.hu/
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Resource requirement: ensuring access to existing communication channels, 

allocating community spaces, 2 health consultants, health 

preserving and therapeutic smart devices, Medex Screen 

diagnostical device, Bemer blood vessel therapeutic device, 

WIWE mini ECG developed in Hungary etc.  

Implementation:   under preparation, implementation in May 2021.  

Collaborators: Autumn Light Retirement Home, Foundation for 

Alsómocsolád 

  

 

4.3.3.2. Digitally visible Alsómocsolád 

Synchronised appearance on platforms not used or not optimally utilised until now -  e.g. 

Google, TripAdvisor, Instagram – a complex settlement and touristic marketing 

campaign. 

Initiator:   Municipality of Alsómocsolád Parish  

Resource requirement: 2 community developers, communication channels 

Implementation:  under preparation, implementation during March 2021 

Collaborators:  inhabitants, civil organisations, entrepreneurs, institutions 

 

4.3.3.3. Shelter Home 

Based on the concept described in detail in Point 2.2.3, Shelter Home is a model 

institution that – on the one hand – provides high standard care and supply to its 

residents by creating the conditions of active quality ageing with its rooms, the related 

auxiliary infrastructure, its community development program, and smart solutions. On 

the other hand, it demonstrates current professional good solutions during use, digital 

solutions in elderly care, in addition it provides inspiring space, a type of test track or 

“sand pit” to Hungarian developers involved in this field – by supplying professional 

social expertise background to work out new type of solutions, to develop tools/devices 

needed to this, to test them live, and to bring them to perfection in the light of pilot 

outcomes. Furthermore, they will be able to use the institution as a show room or show 

house where it is possible to try, to get to know the devices, their experiences of use, 

thus grounding their spreading in broad range in institutions and households. 

Initiator:   Municipality of Alsómocsolád Parish  

Resource requirement: HUF 500,000,000 – source that can be included from the 

Norwegian Fund 

Implementation:  planning/under preparation 

Collaborators: Autumn Light Retirement Home, “Mocsolád-Civil House” 

Public Benefit Nonprofit LTD., Foundation for Alsómocsolád 
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4.3.4. Income, economy, employment 

 

4.3.4.1. Buy local, eat local  

Supporting the reunion of local offer and demand, and the conscious construction of 

short supply chains with creating a “market board” in the physical space, and a 

Facebook group in the virtual space. 

Initiator:   entrepreneurial initiative  

Resource requirement: 1 moderator (community developer), communication channels 

Implementation:  under preparation, implementation in May 2021.  

Collaborators: agricultural private entrepreneurs, small farmers, small-scale 

producers, Village Farmer Social Co-operative of 

Alsómocsolád 

 

 

4.3.4.2.Human resources map of Alsómocsolád 

 

A database mapping and disclosing qualifications, competences, hobbies, which helps in  

taking on a job and getting alternative income at the level of the settlement. 

Initiator:   entrepreneurial initiative  

Resource requirement: 2 community developers, communication channels 

Implementation: under preparation, implementation between February and 

April 2021.  

Collaborators: inhabitants, civil organisations, entrepreneurs, institutions 

 

 

 

Due to uncertain social, economic, and financial processes evolved because 

of the Covid-19 pandemic, in our Strategy, we include actual actions that 

can be displayed in the discernible perspective of year 2021.  

 

Continuous review and expansion of the action plan fit well to the agile 

planning methodology preferred by us. 
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Table 3: Intervention logic: objectives, activities, expected results, and expected outputs 

Specific/Operational 

objectives  
Activities planned or taken Expected results Expected outputs 

Society, Community, People - Active local communities  

Giving information, 

communication, requiring a 

feedback 

Let’s get on the map! 

 

Publishing the values and the 

community life of Alsómocsolád by 

the community on  the web - 

hyperlocal news on the global 

channel, by the effect of which 

Alsómocsolád becomes more well-

known. 

 

Launching a community Facebook page 

to Alsómocsolád with the moderation of 

community developers, 

Involvement of publicly active process 

managing inhabitants, e.g. permaculture, 

amateur local history researchers, artisan 

artists, civil organisation leaders in 

managing/writing blogs, vlogs and their 

distribution. 

Building personal relationships, 

common experiences, common 

values, joint learning 

Setting up a Community Fund in 

Alsómocsolád 

It is a form of community budget 

that can be interpreted for the 

village. It is for the support of 

initiatives manifesting from below 

in the community, the condition 

system of which contains the 

initiating group’s social engagement 

during the implementation. 

 

Supporting 5 community initiatives. 

Housing, environment, village operation 

Smart Alsómocsolád 

 

Popularisation of “Smart Houses”  

 

Theoretical explanation of a smart 

house technological option and the 

inspection of a practice under 

formulation on the spot, for the 

purpose of awareness raising, in 

campaigns. 

Presenting the smart house concept to 

the inhabitants of Alsómocsolád Parish, 

directly engaged 50 people. 
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Green Alsómocsolád 

 

Launching and popularising the Coming 

Home (Haza-Tér) system 

Presenting and popularising the 

system supporting the integrated 

community transportation. 

1 campaign. Measurable circle of users 

– 50 registrations – and actual use – 150 

jointly organised trips during 1 year. 

Environment protection fund of  

Alsómocsolád 

It is for the support of environment 

conscious initiatives manifesting 

from below in the community, the 

condition system of which 

contains the initiating group’s 

social engagement during the 

implementation. 

5 implemented community initiatives. 

Services 

Healthy Alsómocsolád 

 

Healthy Alsómocsolád 

 

A campaign and awareness raising 

putting health consciousness into 

focus in traditional community 

spaces and virtual community 

spaces. Organising screening that 

can be performed locally, with the 

support of smart devices. 

1 campaign, 150 engaged inhabitants. 

Alsómocsolád for Tourists 

 
Digitally visible Alsómocsolád 

Synchronised appearance on 

platforms not used or not optimally 

utilised until now -  e.g. Google, 

TripAdvisor, Instagram – a complex 

settlement and touristic marketing 

campaign. 

Appearance on 3 new platforms, 1 

complex campaign, 300 visitors 

attracted to the settlement, 150 extra 

overnight stays. 

Alsómocsolád for Elderly Shelter Home 
Preparing the feasibility study and 

project documentation of the Shelter 

Home. 

1 accomplished complex concept/ 

feasibility study, project documentation. 

When the Norwegian Fund gets 

available, submitting 1 tender 

documentation. 
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Activities planned or 

taken 
Timeline Necessary human capacity 

Necessary technical 

capacity 
Financial resources needed 

Action plan for year 2021 year 2021 

2 community developers, 1 

mayor, 1 application writer, 

1 financial manager, 1 

society developer expert, 1 

communication expert + 

social participation 

broadband internet access,  

1 community venue 

HUF 6,000,000 the salary 

and contribution cost of  2 

community developers 

HUF 10,000,000 Shelter 

Home planning cost, expert 

fees 

HUF 500,000,000 Shelter 

Home implementation 

Altogether:  

HUF 516,000,000  

    

Income, economy, employment 

Local Market 
Buy local, eat local  

 

Supporting the reunion of local 

offer and demand, and the 

conscious construction of short 

supply chains with creating a 

“market board” in the physical 

space, and a Facebook group in the 

virtual space. 

1 market board, 1 Facebook group, 5 

engaged local producers 

Retention, attraction, and training 

of professionals 

 

Human resources map of Alsómocsolád 

 

A database mapping and disclosing 

qualifications, competences, 

hobbies, which helps in  taking on a 

job and getting alternative income at 

the level of the settlement. 

 

Creating 1 database and its constant 

maintenance/update. 
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V. MANAGEMENT AND MONITORING 

5.1 Management 

The initiator of social planning, future research, vision and strategy creation – i.e. the 

creation and implementation of the Smart Strategy of Alsómocsolád with the involvement of 

the inhabitants –, is the Municipality of Alsómocsolád Parish.  

The management of planning/implementation – including financial control –, has been being 

performed by the Municipality itself, starting from 1997, with the involvement of its Tele 

House and project TEAM-s organised from its employees based on their professional 

competence  and qualification.   

 

5.2 Monitoring  

In our mind there is no completed strategy. The methodology of strategy creation applied by 

us is the agile methodology that allows for fulfilling our mission by efficiently combining 

co-ordination, power, balance, and enhanced speed and capacity arising out of the use of 

advanced technologies. This planning and implementation methodology carries a demand 

for and permanent presence of frequent feedback, and self-reflection, what makes it possible 

to react quickly to altered circumstances, while keeping the realisation of targets in mind. 

 

Thus, in the course of project implementation, not only the people in charge get nominated 

in the project TEAM, but also the monitoring persons who, depending on the volume of the 

project, review and evaluate a given period in the course of predefined implementation 

milestones, and make recommendations for necessary corrections. 

 

Besides the above, in the course of strategy implementation, we set up an action plan at an 

annual level, what also goes together with the review and evaluation of the previous period, 

and the implementation of the necessary corrections. The municipality performs this 

comprehensive monitoring activity with the help of the project TEAM-s organised from its 

employees based on their professional competence and qualification and with the 

involvement of the already introduced experts, then it reviews its outcomes, fine tunes them 

with the entrepreneurs, civil organisations, and inhabitants who became active and open 

during the engagement. 

 

In addition to the above mentioned, the following things also give opportunity to the 

monitoring activity, engagement and planning: 

- management meetings organised weekly with the participation of the top and middle 

managers, 

- the Civil Round Table with the heads of the civil organisations which has a meeting 

in every quarter of the year, 

- the Key Figures’ Club that reviews processes along a thematic theme system. 

 

https://vezetofejlesztes.hu/vezetoi-onreflexio/
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VI. STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT IN STRATEGY 

DEVELOPMENT 

The initiator of social planning – future research, creating vision and strategy, Smart 

Alsómocsolád – was the Municipality of Alsómocsolád Parish, then the implementation 

took place with the involvement of the inhabitants – with personal addressing, in a 

representative way, based on age group and social aspects. The practice of social planning 

both in written and unwritten forms is the guiding principle of our development strategy and 

concept, because this is the only tool that might make a hardly 320-inhabitant en-of-the-road 

settlement situated in a disadvantaged small region alive and liveable on a long term. 

In the course of previous planning processes and developments, our municipality applied all 

its available tools to engage local inhabitants, civil organisations, and economic operators: 

✓ flyers, posters, 

✓ Newsletter – a biweekly publication, free of charge,  

✓ LED wall, 

✓ website, 

✓ direct mails, e-mails to the heads of organisations, 

✓ Facebook page of the settlement, thematic pages, and groups 

✓ planning, program launching, and co-ordination forums, 

✓ personal address. 

 

We face a problem with addressing and engaging the “sleeping part” of the village’s 

community, what we try to remedy by ensuring overall publicity, giving information, more 

human communication offered by civil organisations, and personal address, but among 

today’s social conditions, we face bigger and bigger challenges. 

 

6.1 Stakeholder engagement in needs assessment 

During the planning, it is especially important to address and inform the stakeholders, and to 

execute various, preparatory activities with them for planning, e.g. to accomplish the 

exploration of needs in partnership with them.  Methods applied by us include: 

≠ Ensuring widespread publicity 

Publicity is based on information that concerns local community in any way – public 

disclosure, acceptance, processing, and discussion of information and the 

communication of opinions and standpoints emerged in this way. The primary 

condition of its operation is that each and every local inhabitant should have access 

to this information. Its actors involve local inhabitants, and their groups, local 

institutions, organisations, companies, and the local municipality. Publicity gives 
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free play to the wide variety of exchanges of opinion, gives information, and may 

help in orienting among information and becoming more conscious. 

- Surveying by questionnaires and interviews 

In the course of surveying by questionnaires, i.e. asking questions in writing, we expect 

responses to predefined open and closed questions. The questionnaires are sent or home 

delivered to each inhabitant; the response rate – thanks to our work done until now – is 

approximately 30%. While making an interview, we also ask preliminarily worded 

questions, but the respondent might deviate from the topic much more, bring in more 

subjective elements, there are no restrictions as compared to questionnaires; this ensures 

higher freedom to respondents to associate questions that we would not have asked 

directly, not only because we did not want to ask, but rather because it was not in our 

focus. When choosing interview partners, we target the settlement’s key actors, e.g. 

heads of civil organisations, opinion leaders, entrepreneurs, sectoral leaders, as well as 

those who know the  problems of their settlement better just because they directly meet a 

lot of people during their work e.g. village caretakers, shop keepers, pub owners etc. 

While making interviews, we apply the snowball method: interview partners are 

encouraged to propose the involvement of other interview partners based on their 

experiences. 
 

- Analysis of the data of written materials, and already existing documents 

In order to survey local needs, we can use a lot of already existing documents, written 

materials, e.g. analysis of previous questionnaires, reports and annual financial reports 

of institutions, the statements of municipality, statistical data etc. 
 

- Experiences obtained through observation 

Experiences obtained through observation may also be important. We can make a visual 

inspection or monitor the state of houses, and apartments, the relationship among the 

ones being in good or poor state, the territorial distribution of service providing 

institutions, the habits of people living here, the organisational culture of organisations 

etc., but it is essential that we interpret all the above appropriately and to use them to 

our survey adequately. 

 

- Compiling a social map 

A social map provides a much deeper and more relevant picture of the local society than 

just general information. It shows the layering and spatial orientation of local society, as 

well as the system of local social circumstances. It gives a picture of the strengths and 

weaknesses of human resources playing a decisive role in the settlement’s economic and 

social development. As a result, a social map may provide deeper details not only on 

deprived strata but also on the strengths and reserves of local society. 
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≠ Health Plan of the Settlement 

The Health Plan not only unites various programs improving the state of health, but also 

takes the opportunities and demands of the given community, and the given local 

conditions, as well as other factors affecting health – built and natural environment, civil 

activity, mapping of communities etc. – to which it builds up the policies by conscious 

planning that improves the local standard of living.  

The Health Plan fills up the utilisation of the already existing – intellectual and financial 

– resources with new interpretation and is able to improve the efficiency of all the local 

developments. Its social and economic impact will appear measurably in the life of the 

given community. 
 

6.2 Stakeholder engagement in strategy development 

For the sake of fruitful planning, stakeholder involvement in the process of planning is an 

essential task. The level of participation (lower or higher) may vary on the extent to which 

stakeholders take part in the process of planning, whether they get delegated planning tasks 

and/or decision making competences. 

In the participatory planning preferred by us, it is especially important to activate the 

engaged stakeholders and actors, since motivation comes from actions and this is how a 

community gets stronger. It is the best when engagement is realised by active contribution; 

the person who did something for common good feels himself/herself part of the 

community, and at the same time, this action also represents a sense of achievement that 

gives motivation to keep on being engaged. In practice, all this means not only having the 

people participating at the workshops appear. It is an important aspect right upon 

addressing, involving them not to invite stakeholders for a passive role, but they might get a 

concrete task, space of action right in the moment of their invitation, e.g.  “Think about our 

settlement’s future; contribute to its development with your ideas.” “Based on your 

experiences, what changes, do you think, would contribute to our settlement’s development, 

which are the ones to which you could contribute and how?”.  

It is an outstanding task that key actors should get as many opportunities, delegated tasks as 

possible during the planning so that they can really become players of the planning, this, on 

the one hand, supports their commitment to the process – if we only invite somebody to an 

event, he/she will come or not, but if we give him/her a task, too, it is almost sure that 

he/she will be there –, on the other hand, successes emerging from active participation 

transform ideas into common issues and create the basis of  later self-organisation, too. 

Methods used by us in the process of planning include: 
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- Community discussions and focus group meetings 

In addition to the acquisition of general information, the clarification of details, and the 

collection of opinions, it means the disclosure, communitisation, and discussion of the 

unfolding values and community problems. A community discussion takes place within 

the circle of the invited interview partners, and key figures, neighbours, and 

acquaintances included by them, as well as the representatives of local institutions, in a 

facilitated form. 

- Future workshop method 

This is the fastest method of discovering and weighing community problems, and 

selecting future community activities, which leads us to planning. It is recommended to 

be used when there is only a short period of time (1 day or 3 evenings) to outline the 

action plan of the community. In order to do that, we already need to have an active 

group of initiators, that particular “central core”, available which is experienced in 

conceptual thinking, and is able to consider a train of thought built on each other in a  

community, i.e. collaborative way. 

- Small group discussion 

Small group discussions make it possible for everybody to explain his/her opinion, 

consequently a lot of ideas, comments, and opinions can be generated and can become 

public property. During the discussions, the participants are able to share their views 

and ideas with each other, in this way, they will be able to rely on collective experiences 

later on. Discussions take place in pairs, in groups of three or more, depending on the 

nature of activity. 

- Moderated/facilitated workshops 

It is the facilitator or moderator who oversees the detailed work in the course of the 

workshops, along the outlined routes, based on a preliminarily compiled scenario that 

contains the themes and questions planned to be processed; the processing of the topics 

is done by the participants in big and small group forms. 

6.3 Key channels of communication and awareness raising among citizens 

In the course of previous planning processes and developments, our municipality applied all 

its available tools to achieve wide publicity: 

✓ flyers, posters – it mainly alerts to the actions of strategy creation 

✓ Newsletter – a biweekly publication, free of charge, – it publishes the notices of 

actions of strategy creation and one can follow the process of strategy creation, and 

its outcomes in it, 

✓ LED wall – it mainly calls people’s attention to the actions of strategy creation, 

✓ website – it publishes the notices of actions of strategy creation and one can follow 

the process of strategy creation, and its outcomes on it, 
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✓ direct mails, e-mails to the heads of organisations – they publish the notices of 

actions of strategy creation and one can follow the process of strategy creation, and 

its outcomes in them, 

✓ Facebook page of the settlement, thematic pages, and groups – they publish the 

notices of actions of strategy creation and one can follow the process of strategy 

creation, and its outcomes on/in them; thematic groups make it possible to channel 

in opinions, and even recommendations, 

✓ planning, program launching, and co-ordination forums – aims at introduction, 

raising attention, inclusion, providing information, and monitoring, 

✓ personal address – the most effective tool of engagement. 

 

6.4 Planned actions to mobilise stakeholders 

Mobilising actions are built on – on the one hand – channels and methods detailed in the 

previous point, while – on the other hand – on the involvement of inhabitants who play an 

outstanding role in public life, who are contacted personally by the community developers 

working as our staff members, on the fostering of their commitment, and the mobilisation of 

the micro-communities within their reach. 


